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In the Shadow of Fear
The
A
194+9
I THE imagined
insecurity of
democracy
of
cold war with Communism has
woxld
Year;

I
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Summary to August*
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the strongest
in the
the
in the face
created an atmosphere in which fear makes the mahtmance of
civil liberties precarious. Not only the lib&= of real or suspected Communists are at stake. Far beyond them, the measures
to protect our institutions from Communist infiltration bave set
up an unprecedented array of barriers to free asscxiation, of
forced declarations of loyalty, of black-lists and p u p , and, most
menacing to the spirit of liberty, of taboos on those progressive
programs and principles which are the heart of any expanding democrarg.

The newow conservation respsible for the failure of a Congress elected on a liberal program to enact a single civil rights
measure to date, or to remove the shackles of the Taft-Hartley
act from labor's political and civil rights, reffects corrmtly the
dominant spirit of the county, beset by fw of war, Commuajst
expansion and espionage. The feverish building of the gmtest
peacetime armaments in the world's history on the heels of the
greatest of wars, coupled with militay and mnomic alliances
to contain Cummmism abroad and exceptional security precautions at home, admit a£ only incidental attention to buttressing
democracy by substantial refom.
Yet despite the o~awhelrn~ing
preoccupation with security,
efforts for such reforms have shown considerable stnmgth, both
on the national and international fronts. The Administration's
civil rights program, which played a not inronsiderable part in
the unexpected election of the Democratic ti& in the fail,
shows increasing vitality, though bogged down in Congress at
the moment; race equality under law advances steadily; &r's
resistance to legd restrictions of its rights has negated much of
the repressive force of the Taft-Hartley act; the courts, particularly
the U.S. Supreme Court, have continued to stand by and even to
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extend &q qiinciplq k the Bill of Rights; i d bh 'the in&W front, the United Nations-has fox the &st time in history laid a working basis betwe& the nations and peoples for
enforceable universal civil rights and international freedom of
cjommunication.

AGAINST there somewhat mcouraging tendencies must be
pitted the far.more ominous tendencies to outlaw or -1:cise every manifestation of Communist durn-d
with it
inevitably a large area of democratic liberty. The Communist
Party is threatened with outlawry either by federal legislation
which would in &ect accomplish it or by the government's furrent prosecution of its leaders under the sedition act of 1440,
charging a criminal, conspiraq solely fos advocating historic
Marxism as interpreted by the Communists. Bans on Communists and those associated with agencies held to be under Communist control, past or present, have been rapidly extended during
the year to cover not only aU federal employees, but thousands
of employees in private hrns working on government defense
orders, all those receiving atomic energy fellowships and all
registrants for the draft.
Ltadiog educators and associations have banned Communists
alone from the teaching profession in moves unprecedented in
academic life in singling out membership in one political party
as P disqualification in itself, without regard either to other
equally valid disquaUcations or to the consequences of discouraging independence among teachers or of encouraging heresyhunters and informers,

Adding to the excitement over Communist activity, real or
imagined, the sweral legislative committees on "Un-Amaim
Activities" in Congress and the states have pursued their idammatory and irresponsible exposures, though with appmnttp less
effect, due t~ their own excesses. T h e Cmgressiond House Gommittee has been somewhat curbed. Its chairman's demand on the
colleges for texbbmks in tbc sack1 science to discover possible
"subversion" was met with overwhelming condemnation. The
aver-dous head of the Glifomia Senate's committee was

forced to resign by his colleagues and the commlmee s procedures
were m h e d by fixed rules. T h e joint committee in Washington,
whose chairman was defeated in the November election, was discontinued. So far as our records show no new inquisitoriaT body
was created by any state legislature.
Aliens cbarged with Communist connections were ordered deported in increasing number. Alias seeking entry as visitors to
international conferences were denied it when suspected of Communism. E v a the United Nations s t d l hasLnot k e n immune
from unsubstantiated attack in Congress as an alleged center of
Communist espionage and subversion-evidently on the rather
obvious ground that the United Nations and its staff admit Communists.

The excessive and jittery concentration on the Communist danger, so little justified by any activities at home but dramatized
by Communist expansion abroad, has inevitably resulted in
strengthening the conservative anti-Communist forces and those
arms of the government devoted to security. The military d u ence in government, strong during and since the war, has certainly not diminished. The FBI's functions have been expanded
under Iaws now penalking opinions and associations, risking for the first time in our history the creation of a secret politicd police system with its array of informers and under-cover
agents. The Attorney General's arbitrary listing of subversive
organizations totalling now a b u t 160-intended solely as a guide
to loyalty boards-has hem grossly misused to stimulate the
search for heretics and to encourage local officials dl over the
country to deny rights to agenciis on the list.

Xn foreign policy, and in relation to occupied Germany and
Japan, the same tendencies to resist change for fear of playing
into the hands of Communists has produced a reliance on conservative anti-Communistsand a dishdination to support progressive forces for democratic reforms. The notion that any move
toward nationalization under any auspices tends toward Cornmunism, together with insistence on free enterprise alone as a
democratic economic system, have t d d to weaken those centrist forces on which democratic liberties so largely depend.
151

The same conservative inftuences which are responsible for

this poky -abroad are hostile at b m e to democratic m~vements
to accomplish far-zeachiag m m i c reforms. Under cover of the
anti-Commuaist m d e they have been aided measurably in creating a climate favorable to the status quo and inhospitable to
my substantial chdenge to it.

T
H
E essence of the philosophy of civil Iiberty is of mvne its
role as the n e m s q instrument of peaceful change. Without
advocating my economic or political cause, the Civil Liberties
Union has continued to stress the principle that civil rights are
indivisible; what goes for one =use goes for dl. Only in a free
market can peaceful change be assured. The excitements of the
last year have made even more diflicult of public acceptance that
principle as applied to Communists. EspeaaIIy difKcult is the defense of the rights of those who reject the principle, as the Communists do for their opponents. Equally diflicuit it is to win understanding for the Union's exclusion of Communists from its councils when it opposes discrimination against them in law for their
pitical views. But the exclusion of anti-democratic dements
from a private organization dedicated to democratic liberties rests
on a quite Merent base from exciusion from public rights presumably valid for all persons, whether they are pro- or anti-

democrats.

The Union makes no distinction between the rights of Communists and others, except to recognize that employment in socalled sensitive positions in the public service where q u e s t i d l e
loyalty is involved may fairly be denied. The Union's position
on the employment of Communists as teachers and on the application to Communist propaganda of the legal "clear and present
danger" test will be found on page 71.
AGLANCE at the Balance Sheet of Civil Liberties on pages
5 1 to 63 covering mainly court decisions and legislation
will show a more favoxable record than the general temper of
these days warrants, although the unfavorable items outnumber
the f a v o r d e three to two. The favorable items, it will be noted,
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not in the area of sharpest mntrovcrsp; they concern mainly
racial minorities, defendants in the courts and censorship. No
court decision was favorable to the rights of Communists, 'and
only one or two to the rights of trade unions. The most favorable action in these areas was in those state legislatures which
refused to be stampeded into xepressive legislation.
ate

The unusually numerous closely divided opinions, both of the
Supreme Court and the lower courts, reflect the divided attitudes
of the country, with tbe courts on the whole taking the more I&
era1 view. But much damage is inevitably done to civil rights in
the initial stages of repressive action long before the higher
courts can void it by corrective decisions.
Both the encouraging and discouraging developments of the
year wiIl be found under the several sections of the report. In
general the encouraging items will be found only in race relations under law and in the 'tendencies in the colonial possessions
toward greater autonomy and civil rights. T h e unfavorable items
will be found not only in the sections dealing with Communists,
but labor's rights, conscientious objectors, and censorship, among
others.

URTHER evidence of the condition of civil rights boughout
the country, not included in the body of the report, was obtained through the annual. check-up by questionnaires to local
correspondents, They brought replies in the spring of IN9 from
75 cities in 39 states to a series of questions covering the whole
civil rights field. On the question as to whether general trends
are more or less favorable to civil libertie, half answered that
conditions are unchanged from a year ago, a foufth that they are
more favorable and in ten cities Iess. Over half the cities reported
increased support of civil rights, especially for racial minorities.
Of the influences hostile to civil rights, private pressure gxoups
headed the list in over half the cities-the American Legion and
Catholic agencies leading-with local police running close behind.
Striking in the returns was the almost universal comment that
race relations are imprpving. From 24 cities came reports of decreased segregation with only one reporting an increase, and with
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41 noting it as unchanged. Most of the instances of violations
of racial legal rights which came to public attention were io the

midwest,

Increased intolerance of anythrng associated with Communism
was reported from 40 cities. 22 correspondents said it was unchanged. Half reported the view that Communists alone were the
targets; half that intolerance extended to liberal forces also.
Remarkably little interference with labor's rights was reported,
with the few instances mainly in the South. Only scattering references were made to any form of censorship, with those decting
chiefly comic books. Nor did the issues of academic freedom or
state-church relations in education score more than occasional
reference. Released time was cited as an issue in only 11 cities
out of 61.
It would seem to be a fair conclusion from these reports by
qua184 observers,-if so few can be regarded as represmting
the country as a whole,-that the national controversies reflected
in the press and radio have not stmck deep root in local communities. At least they appear not to have resulted as yet in more

than usual overt interference or repression. Against adverse trends
or unchanged conditions in other fields the generally reported
local response to darts for extended racial rights is heartening.

HE major pending civil rights issues actually in 'the

courts

or

prosped in which the Union is participating, cover (1) a
test of the state and municipa1 censorships of motion pictures,
which is planned with a view to Supreme Court appeal, (2) a
test of the requirement of a poll-tax in Virginia as a condition
of voting, in the hope of again reaching the Supreme Court, (3) a
test of the constitutional power of b g r e s s to create the UnAmerican Activities Committee, d&g with the fidd of opinion
in which Congress is barred from Iegislating, (4) the renunciation of citizenship under duress by Japanese-Americans held in
war-time concenttation amps, (5) the right of lwd governments to impose loyalty tests on empI.oyees, ( 6 ) the loss of citizenship by Japanese-Americansstranded by the war in Japan,

legality of any tapping of telephones, (8) the rights in
(7)
occupred countries of native citizens or U.S. penomel to review
by U.S. courts of detention by U.S. authorities, and ( 9 ) the denial
of citizenship to alikn conscientious obj-rs
refwing all military
service, combatant or non-combatant.
Other important issues not in the courts cover the denial of
entry of foreign visiton to international confermces because of
their suspected connections; the reform of the fedaal loyalty
procedures both in government employment and in contracting
fim;and the efforts to combat varied forms of private pressure
censorship of publications and motion picture.

I N the internal d a k s of the Union, no controvksy arose over
public policies requiring a referendum vote of the Corporation. S-meral major policies were restated in the light of current
conditions (see page 69). Membership increased to a new high;
income exceeded any yeax ia the Union's history, though still at a
very modest figure considering tbe extent of activities. The year
ended with a balance in all funds, and with the largest reerves
for contingencies.
The Union &ved during the year the unexpected compliment
of being invited by the Department of the Army to send a delegation of tbree to G e m y to survey and report on civil rights under
the Ormpatioa (see page 48).

ECOGNITION of the hysterical atmosphere in which the
&arts for civil rights are conducted was voiced not long ago
by the President, who was quoted as remarlring that the country
has passed through such periods before and will do so now.
Ow experience prompts the added observation that every such
period brings its damages to civil rights which take long to repair.
T h e praent exceeds in its swerity, intolerance and fears any such
period in the Union's 29 years of activity; and the d a n p of enduring damage are therefore the greater, as well as the obligation
to combat &em.

The Union's long struggle for civil metties finds its j u s t i h tim ia the continuing strength of a body of alert and determined
private citizens organized for the collective libdes of dl.If enmluagement fox the validity of that purpose is needed, it is to
be found in the ceaseless reittrahn, now for the first h e m a
universal scale in the United Nations Declaration of Human
Rights, of the principles to which the Union has adhexed without
compromise these many yean, and to which it will continue to
devote its ablest &oft.

PMT-EAU &YHDICATB, IKC.
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Record of the Year
THE LOYALTY PURGE
U
N
D
E
B the pressure of cold w u hysteria against everything
conceived to be Communist, the darts to distitlguish the
loyal fmm the disloyal in all public positions were expanded
beyond anything ever known before in American life. T h e President's executive order of 2947 affecting federal employ- has
been extended in principle to all registrants for the draft, to all
workers handling classified materids on contracts for the government, and to applicants for atomic energy scholarships.
T h e futility of the procedngs was demonstrated by the checkup of government employee, by which only a handful (83 out
of 2,457,000 up to June 1949) w m found to merit discharge.
The difKculty of detmmhhg Communist h t i o n s and beliefs
which, in the minds of the o f f i d , constitute the only red
form of disloyalty, was apparent in the arbitmy bIddisting of
an array of o r ~ t i o a smembership
,
in which was held to be a
substantial. bar to ~ublicemployment .and to service in the armed
forces.
The original source of the listings was that provided in the
President's executive order. New organizations were added by
Attorney Gmeral Clark during the year, bringing the grand total
to 159. Although the fists were announced without any opportunity for hearings by the o r g ~ i o n atIected,
s
and solely for
the purpose of guiding the loyalty boards in determining one
factor in the evidence, they were widely used throughout the
country by newspapers, public oflicials and others to condemn
out of hand anyone conn&ed with them. All over the country
the lists were accepted as authoritative in determining disloyalty
for quite other purposes than those intended by the Attorney
GeaeraI.

The Udon repeatedly urged on the Attorney G e n e d that hearings be given to organizations which protested their inclusion.

Ell1

Although the Attomq General promised informal hearmgs, no
xegular procedure for so doing has been adopted. Although one
or two informal hearings have beem held, requests for such hearings are almost always denied.
Several organizations resoM to the federal courts to challenge the right of the Attamey General to characterize them
without heari~gs.The Union bas 61ed a brief in one case before
a Circuit Gourt of Appeals. Federal district courts have so far
held that the organizations have no right to contest the determinations of the Attorney General.
The Union, by letter and b conferences with the Attorney General, has urged wholesale reforms in the loyalty program, notably
to confine it solely to so-called seasitive positions where conflicts
in loyalty m y be a disqualifying factor, and to abandon publication of blacklists based on findings without hearings. The Union
ha9 also urged bringing under the pcedures, unsatisfactory as
they are, the four'departments where because of security considerations disloyalty charges may under the law result in summary dismissal--the b y , Navy, State and Atomic Energy.
The Attorney General has indicated his willingness to consider reforms, but it is doubtful, considering the political pressures on the government, whether substantial changes can be
made. T h e Unioa's lawyers in Washington have constituted a
panel to aid persons charged, and free Iegal service has been given
to all b e who cannot afford counsel. The high quality of tbe petsonnel of the Loyalty Rwiew Board bas resulted in a number of
siflcant reversals of d e p b m t d &s&arges.
.

RJSUU! was also brought to bear by
Union on the office
P
of tae secretary of Mmse for refoms in th procedures
of the Industrial Employment Review Board d J t controls disthe

charges for distoyaIty and smuiq reasoas among thousands of
employees of f h u working on government defense contracts
who have access to classified information. me procedures followed by the IER.3 .have been bigh-handd Not only are they
as unfah as the procedures followed for government employees,
but in addition, attorneys present are e e d to destroy any

,

notes they make of the secret pmcdhgs. The office of the Sccretary of Defense has under consideration the various proposals
made.
SimirarIy the Union has put up to the Seuetary of Defense a
revision of the questionnaires f i l l 4 out by all draft registrants,
in which they are required to state whether they are or have
been assuciated with a long list of so-called subversive organizations, most taken from the Attorney General's lists. Those
who admit membership are di+ed
fox military service, Those
who falsie their statements are subject to prosecution, pxesumably in military courts, In view of the fact that draft act operakions are temporarily suspended, no issues have arisen.

H E discovery that one university student who heid an atomic
Tenergy wholarship was a Communist Party member set 08 a
furious debate in Congress over the use of any federal funds
for students with such political views. The Comrnissioo responded by agreeing to deny scholarships to auch students and
squiring them to take iqalty oaths. Congress has before it a
bill to make mandatory the exclusicm of such students. The Union
is opposing the bill on the ground that present security A d s
are sufficient to cover aU students working on defense projects.
Ttre political views of others, the Union holds, have no relation
to their scientific work.
One case to attract considerable public attention was the dismissal of James Kutcher, a legless veteran holding a job in the
Veterans' Administration, solely because of bis membership in

the Socialist Workers Party,-followers of T&&y,-which
is
on the Attorney General's blacklist. The Union is assisting in an
appeal to the courts on the ground that a mere listing without a
hearing by the Attorney General is not a ground for discharge,
when no fact other than membership is shown.

L
O
C
A
L applications of the loyalty purge proceeded further in
California than in other states. The State Civil Service Commission adopted a nrlt aduding from public service persons
Cl3l

belonging to a- long list of organizations, so carelessly drawn up
that it hdudcd the wholly n o n - p o w Authorss League of
America. The Union, mmg other agencies, protested to the
Governor md to the Commission, so far without result. In Los
Angeles County where employees were subjected to the same
con& mdet an wen more extensive blacklist of prohibited
agencies, several employees dismissed brought suit in the federal
courts, aided by the Southern California Branch of the Union.
The lower courts upheld the dismissals and sustained the rule.
The U.S. Supreme Court has taken two cases for review.
In Detroit, a police commissioner inspired by the loyalty purge,
undertook to require oatbs of loyalty from all newspaper men
receiving police cards giving them accw through police lines.
Thc procedure was opposed by the Newspaper Guild, one of the
Detroit newspapers, and vigorously and publicly by the Union,
which engaged in a futile d m g e of correspondence with the
cmmissibner. Howmer, no reporter seems to have beera denied
a police wrd.

D U T I O N S of loyalty from public rmployees w a e required in bilk in the 1949 legisIatures in many states. They
were defeated in most. New York passed a bill requiring the
Board of Regents in control of the state xhmb to draw up a list
of organizations, m d e r s h i p in which lays a basis for disqualifying a tea&er for employment. The Board of Regents is currently wrestling with the formulation of an h o s t impassible
task. Ohio enacted a unique and patently absurd law requiring a
loyalty oath from applimts fox unemployment insurance. The
Union will bring a court test based among other points on lack
of relevance to any legitimate purpose and on unwarxanted discrimination against unemployed workers. Massachusetts forbade
the state from hiring any "subversive" employees.

All the loyalty measures taken together represent the widespread public fear and alarm at the aHegd infiltration of Communist influence in public employment, of which only trifling
evidence has b found. Little account is taken of the futility
of proceedings which do not in fact accomplish the results aimed
[ 141
u

and which, on khe contray, so damage freedom of opinion
and expression as to weakm the morale and h p d r the indep&d&ce of public servants generally. It is little considered that
those who =a in fact disloyal by holding a superior loyalty to a
foreign countxy do not hesitate to take an oath or conceal their
attachments, while those axe sadiced who either are conscientiously opposed to taking oaths or who openly support the
legitimate purposes of one of the many bl&d
agencies. The
d&culty of confining "subversive" to explicit ategories makes it
inwitable that many persons who do not conform to the prevalent
orthodoxy are held suspect.
The Union's position on these measures has bem to oppose
all such tats except for security reasons in "msitive" departments of the government, either where protmtion of coddential
information is imperative, or where the mpsibirities of of%=
justifg a searching scrutiny of undivided loyalty to the United
at,

States. '

THOSE UNAMEBICAN
HE House Committee on Un-American Activities, now in its
year, bas shorn some slight r i p of restraint since
the November d d o n . The Democratic leadership of the House
has restrict4 its membership to lawyers, thereby removing one
of the most obnoxious of its members, the Hon. John Rankin of
Mississippi. Under the ra ship of Hon. John S. Wood of
Georgia, who headed the committee in a previous year, the Committee has proceeded with less spectacular and unfair methods
than under the &ahanship of Republican Hon. Pmell Thomas
of New Jersey.
The procedures of the Committee, however, have not been
formally changed although considerable presswe in and out of
Congress has been brought to do so. T h e Union has urged on
the Committee and on Congress a set of principles in dealing
with witneses and evidmcc and has supported a bill k the
Senate to regdate the conduct of all mmmittcts. Though some
reforms appear to have been accepted by the C m d t e e in practice, the damage it can do was plainly indicated by the request

sent to 103 American colleges on the sole authority of its chairm a n - ~ & ~ on a petition by the Sons of the American Revolut i o n - d e m 8 1 1 ~ ~t&ks
in the s o d sciences in order that
the Committee might scrutinize their conformity to the Committee's notions of A m e r i ~ mThe
. Union of course protested such

an unlawful request. Many colleges stoutly resisted. The furor
it caused prompted condemnation even by members of the Committee. T h e project was dropped.

The House Un-American Activities Committee has yet to permit a number of witnesses to answer charges broadcast throughout the country. The most notorious czse is that of Dr. Edward

Condon of the Bureau of Standards, who has waited over a year
to be called. However, Dr. Condon was recently asked to testify
before a Senate subcommittee considering a bill to reform mmrnittee procedures.
The cases of witnesses who a year ago refused to answer questions as to their personal beliefs or to produce records, proceeded
in the courts in the District of Columbia. Two reached the Supreme Court. One, the case of Communist Gerhard Eisler, in which
the Union filed a brief on the sole point of challenging the constitutional existence of the Committee in view of its invasion of
the field of political opinion in which Congress is barred by the
First Amendment fxom legislating. The other was that of Harold
Qlristoffd.Because of Eisler's escape from the United States, the
Supreme Gurt deferred decision, The Cow? reversed Christoffel's
conviction because less tbaa a quorum of the committee was
present wheo Chistoffel allegedly committed perjury by denying
he was a Communist.
Convictions of two of ten Hollywood writers cited for contempt were sustained by the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals and
will praumably go to the Supreme COW. So too will the convictions of the chairman of the defunct Federation for Constitutional Liberties and the secretary of the Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee
Committee. T h e Union has participated only in the Eisler case,
but will challenge again in the Supreme Court in an appropriate
appeal the Committee's wnstitutiona1 powers.

1
1T H E one legislative propal by the Un-American Activities
Committee in all the years of its existence, the w a l l e d
Mundt-Nixon bill, which died in the Senate last year after passing the House, again appeared in the Senate in new bills, one by
Mr. Mundt, now a senator, and one by Senator Ferguson. The
bills follow the same lines, which in effect would outlaw the
Communist Party by making the advwacy of Communism a
crime, aIthough its proponents profess that it provides only for
registration and supervision. The Union, along with many other
agencies, opposes the bills.

The stormy career of the House ~n-AmhicanActivities Committee, which has contributed to repressive hysteria all over the
country, appears to have been somewhat quieted by attacks upon
its excess=. The T e n t of Justice has opposed its excursions into the executive and j u d i d arenas. The X)emocratic
leadership has put on some brakes. Hope for abolition is remote. Its appropriations, greatex than that of any standing committee in the history of Gngress, coathue. The Union,, despite
the improbable pxospects, has advcatd from its beginning the
abolition of the Committee as a dangerous and improper agencg
of Congress because it deds not with acts but with opinions, on
which Congrm is barred by the Constitution from legislating.
Some of tbe worst features of the House Un-American Activities Committee have recently been duplicated by a Senate judiciary
subcommittee headed by Senator Pat McCarran of Nevada.
Statements of an unidentified U.N. employee to the effect that
Trygve Lie is "a tml of the Communists" were given nation-wide
publicity, without investigatih and in the absence of Dr. Ue
abroad. The acting Secretary General of the U.N.termed the
story "the nuttiest I have heard yet."

HE imitations of the

House Committee in several state
into obstacles caused Largely by their own excesses. In
California the legislature tabled a whole series of bills sponsored by the Senate investigating committee under tbe chairmanship of Senator Jack B.Teaney of Los Angeles. The senator
T,an
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was m d l y condunned by his colleagues and by wide sections
of the press for his far-reaching and intemperate proposals,
among them loyalty oaths for all California lawyers. Opposition
of these powerfd intexests foxed the seaator's resipation as
chairman. In addition the legislature adopted a code of fair procedures for the committee.
The so-called Tamey committee in its voluminous report
scored the Civil Liberties Union as a Communist front without
ever making an inquiry, granting a hearing or calling a witness.
The Northern California Bmch made public a challenge to
the senatorial members to repeat the charges out of the legislature where they do not enjoy immuniv from suit. None took
it up.

T h e year was marked by the discontinuance of two state committees on un-American activities, T h e notorious "Broyles Committee" in Illinois is now defunct, after every one of the bills
it introduced was defeated in a stormy fight led by the Union's
Cbicap Division. The joint committee of the House and Senate of the state of Washington was discontinued. Although the
Senate itself set up such a committee, m money was appropriated
for it. The head of the joint committee, Rep.Albert F. Canwell,
was defeated for re-election in November along with two other
members of the committee. The attitude which marked the- mmmittee's patriotic zeal may be inferred from.the reported statement of Mr.Canwell that "lf a person says h a t in this country
Negroes are discriminated against and there is inequality of
wealth, there is every reason to believe that person is a Communist." It is to be assumed from the record that the state
committees, like the Congrqsional committee, wiII operate in
the future with greater restraint. As pointed out by one observer,
there is evidentiy "a law of diminishing returns in red-baiting"
when it extends beyond demonstrable Communists.
RIGHTS OF COMMUNISTS
D ~ P ~ T the
E unprecedented hostility to everything associated
with Communism the actual casualties so far have been

markably few, N o Communist.has been imprisoned for political views or activities; no papers have been suppressed. A
number of alien Communists have been deported "voluntarily."
A few Communist teachers have been dismissed. Some Communists have been convicted for refusal to testify before grand
juries or other bodies as to their associations. However, many
more have doubtless lost job in public and private employment
or have been forced to iesign.
But a trial which threatens thd legality of id1 Communist activity began in New York in January 1949, when eleven leaders
of the party faced conspiracg charges of violating the so-called
Smith Act making c r h i d a conspiracy to advocate the overthrow of the govemmeot by force and violence. The Union condemued the resort to the Smith Act, which it opposed in Congress and challenged in the only two prwipus conspiraq kids
under it--one involving rs group of Trotskyites in Minneapolis,
and the other*a group of alleged pmNazis in the District of
Golumbia. Acting on the belief that the act is unconstitutional,
the Union Med a brief challenging the indictment. The court declined to quash it. The Union has bad no further occasion to
intervene during the m s e of the lengthy trial, reserving future
participation to the constitutional question on appeal. In a statement on the trial issues, the Union warned that if a conviction
was obltained and upheld, it would outlaw the Communist Party
by making its historic propaganda criminal.
Denuer,
Union aided three alleged Communists cited
IofNforself-incrimination
contempt and held without bail for refusing on gmunds
tell Grand Jury whether or not they
the
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were Commuaists. After Union intervention, Supreme Court Justice Wiley

B. Rutledge ordered their release on bail pmding

ap~lIn Los Angeles, tm persons refused to reveal their associations
to a federal grand jury investigating Communist activities and
were held without bail. They were aidd by the Southem California branch in contesting the denial of bail. The case is now
on appeal.

BiIls in the 1949 slate legislatures aimed to outlaw the Communist Party or to place uupon it special restrictions constituted
almost an epidemic, Only o few were adopted. Maryland passed
the most sweep in^ measure modeled after the Mundt-Nixon bill
which would in &ect outlaw the Communist 9.
It was op
posed by the Mayland Civil Liberties Committtx along with many
other agencies. Bills aimed at excluding Communists from pub
lic ofice and outlawing the Communist Pa* and its sympathizers
created a furore in Winois where the Chicago Division of the
Union led the successful fight against them.

OTABLE among inneased restridions throughout the cowtry on Communist mivities was the adon of the Board of
Education in New York City in excluding from use of the
schools the Lntemational Workers Order, a fraternal body under
Communist leadership, which had been conducting Hebrew
classes for many yaus. Solely because it was on the Attorney
General's subversive list, the Board of Education withdrew permission for the classes to continue. The Union joined in the unsuccmful protest. The action of the Board was surprising in
view of its liberal stand in refusing a year ago to adopt a resolution denying the use of schools to organizations alleged to be
Communist, Nazi or Fascist.

New Jersey adopted an unprecedented law requiring a loyalty
oath from all candidates for public office. If they refuse to take
it tbis year, tbat fact will be noted beside their names on the
ballots in 1949; but in 1950 and thereafter they will not be
allowed to run for office. The ACLU is supporting a test case of
this unique law, which aIso requires loyaIv oaths from teachers
and lawyers.
The Massachusetts Civil Liberties Union in a brush with
Mayor Curley of 3oston came off victor when the mayor agreed
he was obIiged by law to grant a permit for a Communist meeting against which the City Council had adopted a resolution.
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I q d l F POLITICAL RIGHTS

MINOMI%' parties in the political campaign of 1948 met
comparatively few obstacles to getting on the ballot. The
Sucialist Partv ran into difficulties in Ohio where the law requires a wid; dirkibutiw of petitioners. It attempted unsuccesrfully to challenge the law. In Illinois, a similar requirement, carried in an unsuccessful test case to the U.S. Supreme Court, prevented the Pmgressive Party petitions from being aepted. Comparatively little interference was reported with election campaign
meetings of any party, though the Progressive Party, because of
its Communist supprt, encountered unusual obstacles.

T H E pall tax as a requirement for voting in seven Southern
states was chdenged in a proceeding in Virginia, brought
by counsel for the Union in the federal courts on the ground
that it was adopted as a means for restricting the Negro vote.
It is hoped the case may move along so that an appeal may be
taken to the U.S. Supreme urt. Proceedings have been blocked
by maneuvering in the co
and dso by an inclination to await
Congressional action on the requirement of the poll tax in fed-

2

eral elections.

In thee Southern states-Vixginia, South Carolina and Texas,
legislatures mwed to submit the issue of the poll tax to
the people by referendum or constitutional amendment. Tennessee acted to lift the burden of requiring the payment of past
poll taxes as a condition of voting in mrwt elections.
-the

ALIENS' RIGHTS
A
L
I
E
N
S suspected of Communist beliefs and associations had
a harder time getting into the U.S. during the year and an
easier time getting out. A h a s t all civil liberties issues involving
aliens had to do with alleged Communists. In the hysterical atmosphere of anti-Communism it is inevitable that law and regulations concerning entry and deportation have been much more
rigidly enforced.

Delegates to international confereaca in the U.S. were repeatedly refused admission where Communist associations were
alleged or suspected, eves. when they were coming to meetings
of trade unions strongly =ti-Communist. Thus delegates from
Canada to the CIO United Automobile Workers and Amalgamated Clothing Workers conventions were turned back at the
border. Protests to the Attorney General by the Union were unavailing in getting him to use his legal discretion to admit these
delegates.

An international h o s e was created over the refusal of visas
Hotel
in New York in the spring of 1949. Though it was evident that
the auspices were strongly pro-Soviet--since the conference was
endorsed by agencies of the Soviet Union and its satellite corn:
txies-visas were granted for the official delegates from those
countria but denied to unofficial ddegates from others who were
alleged to be Communists or s y m p a ~ r s Even
.
delegates admitted were denied by the Department of Justice a tour of inspection thoughout the country mler the somwhat surprising
auspices of the supr-respxtable National Ass'n of Manufacturers. The Department held that they had been admitted solelg
to attend a conference on peace at the Waldorf-Astoria

to attead the conference.

Other refusals of entry involved the so-&led "Red Dean of
Canterbury," the Rev. HewIett Johnson, when scheduled for a
lecture tour under the auspices of the Nat'l Council of SovietAmerican Friendship; and two foxeign "progessives" alleged to
be Gommunist sympathizers, booked for a speaking tour of the
country with H q Wallace in the interests of "peace."

Under pressure the Department of Justice cancelled the Ameripianist, Walter
Gieseiring, after his arrival in New York, though he held a valid
visa. Opposition to him as a Nazi sympathizer was the obvious
ground, although he had played freely without incident during
the last year in countries overrun by the Nazis and in England.
He returned home "voluntarily" rather than test the exdusion
ruling.
can appearance o€ the internationally-known
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of the cases and
should permit the
entry of any visitor for any lawful purpose regardless of politid
views. A signihaat commentary on cold war government policy
is to be found in the ready admission of refugees from the Soviet Union illegally entering, and permitled to remain as visitors
under the discretimmy power of the Department of Justice.
In order to test the right of aliens chiming l e d entry to a
hearing to contest exclusion, the Union is misting a German
war bride who came with a valid visa but who was refused entry
on grounds not disclosed. Her appeal is pending before the Supreme Court, backed by tbe Union on the contention that some
hearing should be prwided, as it has not been, to challenge all
arbitrary exclusions.
T h e Union was involved in practically dl
hues affectingentry, insisting that U.S. piicy

HE Department of Justice, under pressure of the high antiTGmmmist temperature, has moved to deport an exceptional
number of long-mident dieas.charged with Communist associations. Most of the deportations were contested in the courts by
sympathetic defense agencies on the ground that no Supreme
Court decision has yet held that membership in the Communist
party alone, aside from personal advocacies, constitutes the prohibited doctrine of overlhrow of the government. While the litigation was pending, a number of aliens free on bail were picked
up by the Department and held at Ellis Island without bait. One
was later freed bg court order.
The D e m e n t thus appeared to be anticipating action by
Congress on the so-called H&bs bi$ backed by the Departmeat,
to provide indefinite detention on ordex of the Attorney General
of those alien Communists who cannot be deported for a tack of
passports or visas to other countries. No countrp can be found to
accept some hundreds ordered deported, and the Department
maintains that they should not be let loose indefinitely around
the country, especially if Communists. The Union has opposed
both the arrests and the bill, maintaining that supemision of deportable aliens is adquate to protect the country and that indefinite detention without a mutt order is unconstitutional.

The Union has not so far pdapated 111 m y ot these court
although opposing deptations solely for political associations. One developing murt case challenging the Department
of Justice will be aided by the Union,involving members of the
Greek Federation of Maritime Unions discharged in the port of
New York and not allowed by our immigration ofkiafs to ship
out again as seamen. The Department is attempting to deport
them to Greece where they d e g e they would be subject to severe
penalties as opponents of the Greek regime. The Federation denies that it is a Communist-Ied organization, though the Attorney
General says he has information to justify its blacklisting by the
Greek government.
contests,

T W O citizenship uses enlisted the Union's aid. One is that of
a teacher, Dr. Samuel M. W
h of Los Angeles, denied
citizenship by a federal court on the ground that he advocated
collectivism. On appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court, even the
Department of Justice supported by a brief the contentions of
the Southern California Branch. The Court sent the proceedmgs
back to the lower court with instructions to admit to citizenship
if nothing was found in the record more substantial than favoring collectivism. On a second hearing, citizenship was again denied on the ground that Wimnan had not ahnatively proved
that he did not hold Communist views! Another appeal will be
taken.
The other case involved a naturalized citizen who lost his
citizenship by remaining away from the U.S. more than the fiveyear limit fixed by law. The Union assisted by filing a brief,
challenging the distinction between the legal rights of nativeborn and naturalized citizens. The D.C. Court of AppeaIs, however, upheld the statute.

VIOLENCE
T H E resurgence of the KKK, notably in Georgia, Alabama
and Florida, produced v i p u s opposition even among 03%
cials, The Atlanta City Council by an almost unanimous vote
adopted an ordinance making it a crime to wear masks in public.

I

A s d a r law was adopted by the Alabama legisfahue. Procjeed'ings were also instituted in Alabama to revoke the man's charter. Over a score of night-riding terrorists were arrested and
prosecuted by the Attorney General after repeated incidents,
feature that many of the victims were
white. The Union's Southem representatives were active in assisting the authorities.
Only one lynching of a colored man was reported during the
year, that of Robert Mallard at Lyons, Gmrgia in November,
1948. A lyncbg of a white man, William Turner, m e d in
Georgia.

FREEDOM IN THE SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES
NPRECEDlNED stir over fear of Communist infiltration
into schools and colleges aroused a nation-wide debate on
poliq which sharply divided the educational profession, and in
less degree the supporters of civil liberties on principle. The issue
boiled down to whether or not Communist Party members are
disqu&ed as teachers solely because of membership. The Nat i d Education Association held that they ate; the American
Association of Universiq Prof~sorstook the contrary position.
The Academic Freedom Committee of the Union published in a
pamphlet its position upholding the right of any teacher to belong to any Iegal politid pasty, maintaining that personal conduct alone shodd be the ground for judging fitness to t d .
T h e most publicized of the issues arose at the University of
Washington as a resdt of a legislative c o d t t t t ' s investigation,
where the Regents dismissed three professors, and put three
more on probation for admitted or pnwed Communist partg
membership, past or prestnt. (In one case, membership was
inferred.) At Oregon State College a teacher was dismissed for
writing that the biological theories of a Russian Communist
scientist should be studied. The Union's Committee joined ia
protesting the action in both instances. The dismissals shod.

U
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At Ofivet College, Midigan, a private institution, an upheaval
took place, not over Communism but over the alleged radicalism

of some teachers, m e of whom had been a national andidate
on the Sodalist W. The Union d t an on-the-spot invcstigarion, concluding that the prinaple of academic freedom had
been violated in not mewing contracts solely bemuse of 'teachers'
opinions regarded as offensive to trustees and supporters. Over
half the faculty either resigned or was iet out.
Progressive Party adherence was the apparent cause of nonrenewd of -cts
in six reported instances. One teacher was
achzally W a r @ for presiding at a Progressive Party meeting,
held to be offensive to the community of Evansville, Indiaaa,
where EvansviUc College (Mcthodbt) is located. The Union
joined in the futile protest at the action.
The New York State legislature of 1949 also fell victim to
the hysteria. It adopted with little debate a sweeping law requiring the State Boud of Regents to list subversive organizations, I
present membership in which lays a basis for disqualifying a
teacher. Though the law is aimed primarily at the Commuuist
Party, the Regats dted for their first hearing also the Socialist
Workers' Party, the Workers' Party, the Industrial Workers of
the World and the Nationalist Party of h & o Rim. The Union
took tbe lead in the unsuccessfu1 efforts to get Gov, Dewey to
veto or hear opponents before approving the Feinberg bill.
The year was maticed by an epidemic of state legislative prop d s to rquirt s t h p t loyalty 08th ffom teachers, all opposed by the Union. Such proposals were defeated in Nebraska,
Ohio, Qklahoma, Illinois, but were passed in several states,including Kansa$, New Jersey, Maryland, Washington and &kmas. A summary of r-t
legislation shows six states which
forbid teachers to join "subversive" agencies, and twelve which
require discharge for what is variously--and vaguely4efmed as
disloyalty. A unique loyalty oath bill passed by the Texas
Ie&lature requim university teachers and students to declare themselves n o n - F h t and non-Nazi as well as nonCommunist. It awaits the Governor's signature. Another unique
bill was passed by the Oklahoma legislature which requires deans
and the President of the university to certify that the stafF is not
Comtnunist.

I
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As might be expected, the pr&sues for d o r m i t y by teachers
gan to turn up evidence of inhmers, and indeed of the mpera'm of educational administraton with the F.B.I. and other gw,mnment investigative agmcies, in an &fort to spot Communists.
So great have p w n the pressure3 under the fear of Communist
Utration that the minority voka of educato~sopposed to the
[/banon them have been played down or silenced. U n d e s s over
the threatened inroads on academic freedom in the search for
heresy is evident, but it appms at the,moment unlikely to express
any effective resistme.

[k

Released time for religious instruction awtto.ues to be an issue
states where the Supreme
Court's decision of a year ago has not been interpreted to bar all
reli,@us instruction in &I
buildings or OQ school time. In
New York state Menp to the use of d o o l h e , not buildings, were taken into the mufts by the Free Thinkers of America
and by a group of agencies in New Yo& brought together by the
Union to back two p m t h g parents. Becaw the Free Thinker's
suit seemed less &ely to succeed it was withdrawn on appeal in
favor of the more substantkt1 suit. It has ksomewhat delayed
beawe of pre-trial maneuvers adopted by c o w l for N.Y.City.
h Wcsprt, corn the U n h will institute a court test of the
continued use of s&001 b d h p for instruction of xhw1 children
by priests and nuns. An extreme instance of the contxol by xeligious
forces over the public schmla marked the lit~letown of D i m ,
New Mexico, where the public schools had become Pirtually p m h f s , witb nuns teaching religion from rdigious textbooks
paid for out of school funds. A f o f i g h t decision by a state court
in the spring of 1949 in a suit brought by Protestant taxpayers
outlawed aII t+ practices by oz sweeping injunction from which
the state evidently will not appeal.
A unique law in Hawaii challenged by the Union forbade teaching children in foreign l a n p g e s 1 4 e d at the Japanese, Chinae and Korean fweign language schools. A. L. Wirin of b
s
Angeles handled the court test for the Union md private &eats,
carrying it to tbe U.S. Supreme Court. The court held that relief
should have been sought through terribrial mutts in Hawaii.

h the public b l s in those few
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RA,CIAL l W I N 0 ~
F O R the first time in years, civil rights for facial minorities mok
a major place in national politics. The Democratic victory
in ' ~ o v m b e rwas doubtless due in considerable part to the
Pxesident's foxthrigbt dampionship of his civil rights program,which he had presented to Congress in ten measures,--embodied
in the Democratic platform and defended in the campaign
against the attacks of the Southern Dixiecrats. Hopes that action
would follow in Congra unhappily have been dimmed by the
inabiLity of the nominal Democratic majority to maintain the
party program against a combination of Southern and Republican
opposition. Hearings on most of the civil rights bills have been
held and committee reports made in one or both houses of Congress, without, however, immediate prospects of passage. Only
the anti-poll tax bill got so far as passage by one house. The
greatest hurdle to overcome for the major controversial biIlsanti-poll tax, anti-1ynching and FEPC-was only slightly lowered
in the Senate by a change in the rules to overcome filibusters.
The &cacy of the new rules has not been tested.
The Civil Liberties Union took an active part in the doff to
speed action on the legislation. T h e President was urged in a
public appeal signed by many distinguished citizens enlisted by
the Union to make it the first order of legislative business. W
e
adhering to the program, the President has evidently not exerted pressure in view of critical international issues and the obs t a d s to favorabIe action in the present session. The Civil Liberties Clearing House in Washington, D.C., composed of representatives of national organbations supporting civil rights, xallied forces around the legislation, maintaining constant vigilance.
The Union's Washington representative, Mrs. Mary A. Baldinger,
is seeretary of the Clearing House. Union representativetf have
appeared at practically all the hearings.

I N the state legislature in 1749, the Union and its local affiliates were involved in many efforts to promote racial equality
in law, notably by fair employmeat practices acts. They were
adopted in seven states,-Indiana, Massachusetts, New Mexico,
1283

Oregon; Rhode Island, Washington, and Wisconsin. FEPC Iegislation f d e d in ten states,--California, Colerado, Ilhois, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, and
Pennsylvania. A temporary commission to investigate fair employment practices was established in Kmsas.
New York widened its d-discrimination laws to farbid
questions on place of birth of a p p h t s for civil service examinations, and California prohibited discharges in the civil service
because of race, creed, sex, marital status or blindness. The
Connecticut legis,lature ~ o u s l adopted
y
a civil rights law;
New Jersey widened its uvit rights laws.
New York enacted (in 1948) the &st fair educational practices act in the country, under which all colleges and schools,
except those under religious auspices, are prohibited from discriminating in applications on fhe ground of race,. religion or
nationality. A similar bill was introduced in Connectid, but
did not come to vote. The New Jersey civil rights law now contains ' rgtxtive pmcedures +to halt discrimination in education.

IN California a notable obstacle to racial equality was removed when for the first time the California Supreme Court
held unconstitutional a statute bmring marriages between members of the Caucasian and othm races. The legislature followed
suit by repealing the law. The Southern California branch of
the Union filed a brief challenging the statute as unconstitutional. The 4 to 3 decision stands as Iaw, since the state took no
appeal. Legal bars remain in twenty-six other states. The Union
is supporting additional test cases in the hope of taking one of
them to the U.S. Supreme Court.

a

Negroes *
T H E gathering momentum of the many-sided movements to
extend the rights of Negroes was expressed in numerous
court cases, legislation, administrative rules, and liberalized policies in quasi-public organizations.
In Georgia, a notable p i n was s m e d when its supreme court
1291

ruled that ib accordance with numerous United States Supreme
Court ddsions, counties with substantial Negro populations
must put Negroes on theit jury lists. However, the Georgia legis-

lature passed a bill, acfmittdy aimed at Negra, wbich would ,
d i q d f y voters who m o t answer c&
"Imowldge" qucstions. The author of the bill himself was unable to answer all the ..
qwtiofls.

The U.S. Suprehe Court refused to review, thus upholding, 1
a d~isionof a three-judge federal court in Birmingham, Ala., .
holdmg unconstitutional an amendment to the Alabama Con- ,
stitution designed to keep Negroes from voting by requiring
them satisfactorily to expIain as well as read the Constitution
of the United States.

The pdndple of segregation met severe attack. T h e U.S. Supreme Court has before it a petition to review a decision of the
Texas S u p h e Court holding constitutional the rqukmeat of
separate law schools for Negroes. If the Supreme Court grants
review, the Union wiII fie a brief attacking the principle of segregation itself as unconstitutional.T h e Supreme Court had earlier
ruled that Oklahoma must provide equal facilities in segregated
law schools to Negxoes. When Oklahoma failed to do so, it was
obliged to open to Negroes white uaiversity facilities.The plaintiff,
Mrs. Sipuel, then entered the University of Oklahoma, although
"segregated" in the school itseIf but in the closing hours of the
legislature, Oklahoma d e d that although Negroes may sit in the
university cafeteria, they cannot sit in the same classrooms with
whites. Missouri moved toward opening its state miversities to
Negroes, although the bill to accomplish tbis is not yet Iaw.
Indiana passed a Iaw to ban by 1954 racial segregation in all
public schools. A bill to repeal Maryland's Jim Crow law on
railroads and steamships passed one house of the Iegislature but
was defeated in the other.
Segregation in the National Guard of the states, after first
being abolished by the New Jersey Constitution two years ago,
has been abolished by Iegislation in Massachusetts, New York,
Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin. The New York and Pennsylvania
laws are so worded that their d e c t is disputed.

Progress was made towards reducing segregation in a 1 branches
of the armed forces under an order of the President. Although
the Army has not submitted a plan to bar segregation, the Navy
and Ah Force have. Thc Uaion appeared at harings in Washington at whkh testimony was taken on the &acts of segregation.
Segregation at restaurants in the National Airport in the District of Colmbia'was abolished by an administrative, order, but
the Airport authorities d&ed the order md a suit, still pending,
was fded in the federal courts.
h the housing field, the Supreme Court decision of a year aBo
removing the support of law from restrictive housing covenants
aided in the expansion of Negro residential d i s ~ s An
. issue
in New York City in which the Union participated with the
NAACP and the American Jewish Congres involved a racial ban
in the Stuy-vesantTown project built through aid of tax esemp
tions. T h e New York Court of Appears, by a 4 to 3 decision,
xdused to hold the ban unconstitutional; an appeal to the United
States Supreme Court is planned. The New Jersey Supreme Court
bas agreed to rcview a decision holding unconstitutional the denial of municipal homing facilities to Ne-.
M a t and
Pennsylvania both forbade by law racial and religious disErimination in public housing.
Jslpanese-Amwicans
persistent struggle of the Japanese-American minority for
equaIity before the law and in repairing the damiges of the
war-time m t i o n scored successes, prbcufar1y through the
courts. After w h h g h i t year from,Conps r claims I X )
sion to settle the huge property losses resu1thg from the evacuation, and stays on the deportation of t r e . merchants and others
no longer legaIIy in the country, organized e h r t in the courts
and legislatures registered:
( I ) a dtcision of the Oregon Supreme Court voiding the law
denying ownership of land to "aliens ineligible to cihemhip,"
aimed primaray at the Japanese;
(2) decisions of the federal courts in California holding that
some 5,000 Japanese-Americanswho renounced their citizenship
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while canfined during the war had surrendered their rights under
duress and are still U.S. citbas. Though the government has
appealed, the courts have held that their rights may meanwhile
be exercised. In one case the appellate court has held adversely on
technical grounds;

(3) decisions of federal courts in Giifomia that JapaneseAmericans stranded in Japan at the outbreak of the was, who
sought to regain disputed American citizenship, did not lose their
U.S.citizenship. The cases dected Nisei girls who had voted in
a Japanese election,-the court holding that occupied Japan is
not a foreign country within the meaning of the statute,--and a
Nisei youth drafted into the Japanese army, which the court held
was under duress. California polished off the decision of the
U.S. Supreme Court voiding a California war-time law excluding Japanese aliens from W g rights by repealing the law.
Both the Northern and Southern California Bxanches as well
as the national office were involved in the various court cases.
The major dorts, however, in behalf of the Japanese minority
were conducted by the Japanese American Citizens League
through its Anti-Discrimination Committee, with hs main office
in Washington. EfForts there were largely concentrated on securing passage of a bill in effect repealing the oriental exclusion
act of 1924, and thereby opening US. citizenship to resident
Japanese aliens as well as other orientals not covered by the wartime exceptions for the Qlinese, hdians, and Filipinos. The bin
passed the. House but got hung up in the Senate Judiciary Committee where a general revision of immigration legislation is
under study. The bill is one of the President's civil rights bills.
It was backed not only by the JACL, but by a special Committee
on Equality in Naturalization in which the Union actively participated.

o

Indians
T H E Union's activitia in bbehalf of Indian avil rights are
directed to legislation and court cases. Its activities are geared
!into the dforts of the other more specialized org~izationrdealing with Indian a f F h through a coordinating committee in New
York. The Union aided in the litigation in both state and fedr321
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erd courts which hally resulted in gahmg tor the new Mexico'
and A r h Indians the right to vote. They were thi last two states
to deny it. An attempt was made in the New Mexico legislame
to overcome the court decision by legislation whicb was howw e r fortunately vetoed by the governox on the urging of the
Union and other agencies.

Arbna and New Mexico also deny their Indians social security payments like other citizens on the ground that Indians are
federal wards. Payments have therefore come out of special Congressiona! appropriations, not from the Social Security Board
and the states jointly. A chalImgemto
tbc position, brought in the
District of Columbh courts by the Coagras of American Indians, rmdted in what appeafs to be favorable action, at least
so far as concerns the Social Security Board's obligation to make
the payments. It is uncertain yet how far Arizona and New Mexico will go to m e t their share.
rights of Alaskan Indians have also mlirhd efforts by the
Union's Committee on Indian Civil Rights, The main issue is the
assignment to Indian villages of thek histosic timber, hunting
and fishing lands, most of which are now administered by the
Forest Senice. InabiIity to reach agreement between the Interior
Deparbnent and the Forest Service has bided progress, Decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court granting other Indians title to
Imds historidly used may go far to settIe the Alaskan claims,
which will probably be brought to the courts. One claim to fishing rights, in which the Union joined, was upheld by the United
States Supreme Court (in May 1949).
Mexican Am-s

ALTHOUGH the civil rights of the three and one-half million
Mexian-Amerimns in the U.S. are marked by many fonns
of discrimination and repression, they art still without aa. effective champion. Worts are being made, however, through the
National Farm Labor Union, the League of United Latin-American Citizens and other Ieadets among Mexican-Americans to
deal with the problems of peonage, illegal entry, contract labor,
segregation and discrimination in its many forms throughout
t33f
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the Southwest and in California. With the much more widespread distribution of the Mexican-American population, the
problem in retent pears has bmme national and of increasing
concern to wider circles. The Union's activities in the field have
b m hcidmtaf.

W
H
I
L
E a not &usual number of rmxrrship issues arose in
the attempts of public agencies to censor b k s , movies,
plays or periodials, the stxonger pressura arose from interference by private agencies. Pr&
both on the industries and on
public dcials by these self-appointed guardians of public morals
increased markedIy. Not only religious pressures for d o r m ity to their moral codes increased, but d m those by racial minorities.
In an effort to counteract these censorial pressures, the National Council on Freedom from Censorship undertook to'form
a national coordinating organization of all the agencies, in and
out of the industries, opposed to censorship both public and
private. Numetous conferences were held at which lively expressions of interest s h e d the need of common adon. Obstades arose, however, to forming an organization composed of
these diverse agencies because of by-law requirements of many
organizations that all action must be approved at each step by
Boards of Directors, and because the tax-exemptstatus of some
might be jeopardized by legislative activity. It was therefore
agreed to expand the National Cduncil itself by adding individual members from the various industtics and ageocies.
the Union had h o e would be a landmark in court
WHAT
decisions on allegsd obscedy turned out in the Supreme

Court to be a conventional ruling when it u held 4 to 4 the
conviction in New Yo& of 'me hiemoirs o Ekate County,"
a novet by Edmuad Wason. The Union had fled a brief in support of the unusud contention that the "dear and present danger
test" should apply to obscene literature as well as to utterances
on political matters.
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Judge Curtis Bok in Philadelphia, however, tmk precisely that
in a memorabIe d&n
cleating nine novels of obscenity
charge brought in w h o l d c raids on book stortrs last year.
Notable also was a decision in Boston in w M Judge Charles
Fairburst in the Suwor Court cleared two novels, "Sereaade"
and "God's Little Acre," charged by the Attorney Gmeral with
being obscene. His ruliog should considerably discourage the
I d censors. The Jmey City police, not surprisingly, &ectively
censored a number of novels by threatdng rosecution of newsstand owners if they did not remove the boo s from their stands.
Protests by the Union aid the National Council brought only
the interesting xqly that the obscenity of the books already censored would be investigated. Sbux Ciq,Iowa, distinguished itself
by seizing three current novcIs held to be indecmt,-'"robam
Road," "God's Little Acre'' and tht "Passionate Witch."
Other noteworthy instakes of censorshiphduded the censoring
of "Replenishing Jessid' and "Divorct hit'' in many Massachusetts towns; the prosecution of "The Amboy Dukes1*(fater made
into the successful motion picture "City Aaoss the River") by a
private committee in Washington, D.C., and its banning in Milview

P

waukee, Wisconsin.

T h e pressure of

certain misguided

Jewish interests in New

- York was responsible for a demand on the New York City h a r d

of Education far the removal from school lharies of "Oliver
Twist" and the "Merchant of Venice." The Board refused to respond and a private suit was 61ed in the courts. The Union is
badring the Board.

PB&CENSORSHIP of motion piccontinues in the seven
states with censorship boards, though no instances arose
justifying court tests. The Union had b m prepared to bring to
the courts the banning by the. Maryland Board of Censors of a
Polish d o c u m e a ~on the ground that it was Gmmunist propaganda; but the overruling of that ban by the Attorney General
made such action uanecessq. One important case was carried
over from the previous year in Memphis, Tenn. where the Motion Picture Association of America challenged the municipal

censorship of tbe film "Curly,"banned for showing white and
Negro children playing together. T h e case was lost on technical
grounds in the lower court and bas been appealed in the hope
that it can be carried to the U.S. Supreme Court to test precensorship in principle. The industry, along with the Union, desires to get an effective appeal before the Supreme Court to determine whether motion pictures have the same protection from
prior censorship as the press. T h e court indicated in an anti-trust
case a year ago that the constitutional protection might be so
extendd. Fearing that the Memphis case is not likely to reach
the court, the National Council has sought an exhibitor willing
to make a test, or failing &at, will exhibit a film itself to test the
law in one of the seven states.

Pressures by private Jewish agencies in New York have been
responsibIe for keeping from the American public the British
film "Oliver Twist,*' shown widely abroad. Repeated public
appeals by the chairman of the Caundl, Elmer Rice, have brought
only the response that the opposing Jewish interests will not recede from their position that the 61m is anti-Semitic and there-

fore unsuitable for Ammian rmudiencn. The American distributors stitl maintain that the 6Im will be shown.
The showing of the old film on post-Civil War days, the '*Birth
of A Nation," was effectively prevented in Syracuse, New York,
when the mayor advised a local &'bitor tbat it would be best
not to show it. The mayor reportedly acted after being deluged
with phone calls protesting its supposed anti-Negro propaganda,
although the 6 h now co11tains a pmlogue and epilogue appealing fpr the brotherhood of man. The National Council protested
the mayor's action, and offered free legal aid to the exhibitor
should he experience reprisals. Pending further developments,
the distributors will exhibit it in a neighbring community.
The U.S. Customs b e a u was involved in only two reported
cases of contested censorship of a foreign film, bth because of
excessive nudity. The French fdm "Pattes Blanches" was released
after Union intervention, with only ten inches cut out. An Italian
film was released with eight feet out.
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HE only major play reported to have run foul of the censurs
"The Respectful Prostitute" by Jean Paul Sartrc, which
had a long run in New York but which was too strong for the
morals of the Chicago police. The Chicago Division of the Union
protested the ruling, and presented the play at a private showing
which ~eceivedwide publicity. Together with the publication of
a pamphlet on ,the Chicago censors, it resulted in breaking the
police ban. The play thereafter had a short but substantial run.
T ~ p r

NATION-WIDE protests against the inauence of comic books
on childten, on the ground that they encourage crime, resulted ail over the country in attempts to censor them. A bill in
New York was vetoed by the govern01 on the ground that the
Supreme Court had already voided laws making criminal the
portrayal of 'bloodshed, Iust and crime." T h e Union to&
part in the efforts throughout the country to oppose all legislation attempting to bar or regdate comics on the ground that
control of their use was primarily a matter for pards and teachers and should not be made a subject of legislation. All attempts
to regdate comics failed, although New York did authorize hearings to determine the need for legislation in the next session.
One periodical, "The Nation," was the object of an exceptional
attack when the New York City Board of Superintendents removed it from be school libraries because of a series of articles
held objectionable to Catholics. Every effort to revoke the ban,
in which the Union aided the "Nation,"proved uasuccessful, and
the issue is now headed for the courts.
AUNIQUE censorship issue amsc in Baltimore, Md. where the
City Court rules for ten years have barred comment by press
or radio on pending court cases before trial. T h e e radio stations
were cited for contempt for carrying news stories concerning a defendant. The Union, together with the American Newspaper Pub
Iishers Association and the National Association of Broadcasters
appeared ia opposition to the rule. The Union's afhliate, the Maryland Civil. Liberties Committee, however, supported the court on
t371
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the ground that the protection of defendants justified the rule.
The contempt citations were appealed to the M q h d Court of
Appeals which in a 5 to 1 decision held void the objectionable
sections of the court d e s . T h e Union was represented throughout the litigation by James Lawrence Fly, former chairman of
the Federal Communiations Co&ion.
1

RADIO
T H E chief event in federal policg toward radio was the reversal by the Federal Communiations Commission in the
spring of 1949 of what is known as the "Mayflower decision,"
under which station-owners have been forbidden to express their
own viewpoints on mnttoversial and political issues. T h e Commission had held that radio, unlike the press, which does not
exist by public franchise, is not free to editorialize. The Union
has supported ,the pxinciple of the Mayflower decision and appeared before the Commission to oppose darts of the industry
to change it. T h e Commission, however, by a vote of 4 to 1, in
effect revwed the rule, permitting stations to editorialize but
rquiring them to do so witbin the framework of balanced programs, giving equal consideration to other views. The practical
implementation of such a poliq appears impossible. The Union
has urged the Commission to reconsider the policy, and has also
urged Congress to direct the Commission to change it.
An alleged exclusive contract between a network and a forum
type of program was challenged before the Federal Communications Commission by the Union on the ground that no network
should give exclusive privileges to any forum. After considerable
correspondence the network assured the Commission that its
interpretation of the contract had not given the forum exclusive
privileges.
MONOPOLY IN COMMUNICATIONS
FTRZ several years of exploratory inquiry, the Union regretAfully agreed during the year that no practical effort within
its means could be undertaken to attack the various forms of
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monopoIy in the communications heid which restrict either the
sources or distribution of news and opinion. One of the chief
dif5culties is the lack of qualified personnel to make the necessary technical inquiries. In an effork to attract persons who might
undertake them, a course in mmm&tions
was organized at
the New School for Social Research with an underwriting by the
Union to the extent of $2,500, made possible by the generosity of
several s@aI donors. The exp&ed technical interest did not
develop although the course was well attended. T h e dort will
be resumed when personnel is available and dear lines of effort
are agreed upon.

LABOR'S RIGHTS
rights in labor relations revolved around the admip
stratio on of the Taft-Hartley Iaw, a major issue in the 1948
election campaign with the Democtatic Party's pledge for its
total repeat. Maneuvering in Congras between the conservative
and liberal forces hdiates that total repeal is at prtsent remote.
The Union, concerned only with those provisions involving civil
rights, has urged repeal of the restrictive d n s of the law
and inclusion of provisions to promote internal, trade union democracy. Support of the Union's represmtations was expressed
for the first time both among Senators and Representatives who
are not hostile to labor'$ rights, and ,whose support of internal
democracy is therefore genuine.
Participation by the trade unioms in the 194s political campaign
was apparently not much xestticted by the Taft-Hartley provision
against union contributions to campaign funds, nor by the pxohibition on either supporting or opposing cmdidates. A federal
court in New Haven, however, upherd the act's ban on political
expmditures by labor unions. Unions found dwices for political
action by which the provisions of Iaw could be circumvented, as
they commonly are by corporations.
The injunctive provisions of the TaftdHartley act, whim
brought about an inmasing number of court orders on empioyers' petitions, were the occasion of study by the Union's
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counsel as a basis for entering test cases where the injunctions
interfered with the civil rights of labor. No occasion however
arose for intervening in the higher courts.
Restraints on picketing where no violence occurred nor access
to struck plants was prevented, enlisted the Union's interest. Sup
port on appeal will be given against a court order enjoining
peaceful picketing at the Lucky Stoles in Los Angeles, California,
where left-wing groups demanded racial quotas of Negroes and
whites among store employees. While strongly disapproving the
object of the picketing, the Union sustains theix right to picket.

UNIQUE issue in which the Union participated was the chal-

public utilities whose operations are blodred by a strike. The
Union opposed the Iaw because it dected both private and pub
lic1y-owned utilities, and imposed compulsory arbitration without adequate standards. A brief was filed in the State Supreme
Court in support of the contentions advanced by the Telephone
Workers' Union. The Supreme Court in June 1949 held the law
invalid on the gwund that no standards were laid down by which
arbitrators might be governed.
CIVIL RIGHTS IN THE COURTS

HE rights of defendants in aiminal cases are frequently the
of Union intervention. Outstanding among them during the year was the appeal of Samuel Titto Williams, of Brooklyn, N. Y. convicted and condemned to death by the judge,
though the jury recommended leniency. The judge based the
death sentence on police and probation reports which the defense
had no chance to contest. Through the voluntary services of John F.
Finerty of the Union's Board, an appeal was taken to the highest
court in New York state and thence to the U.S. Supreme Court.
The Supreme Court in a divided opinion, 7 to 2, hdd that a judge
could constitutiurially impose the death penalty even in the face
of a jury's recommendation by consideration of evidence not

Tobject
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avdable to the defense. Worts to secure a rehearing were
unavailinggAn dort was made by the Union in the N& Yo&
State Iegislature to correct the p d w e by a bill requiring a
judge to follow a jury's recommendation. It was passed, but Gov.
Dewey vetoed it.

T H E Pittsburgh Civil Liberties committee performed a valuable service in resisting the exhadition to Georgia of a Negro
who had escaped some years ago from what was called a chain
gang,*lthou&
chain gangs are now abolished in Georgia,and who had lived for some years in Pittsburgh under an assumed
name. Arrested for some minor offense, bis identity was revealed, and Georgia sought to return him. The case was taken
into the federal courts. The Circuit Court of Appeals at Philadelphia voided the eradition, denying to a state the right to
take back a prisoner who had undergone "cruel and unusual
punishment."

S I X Negro youths in Trenton,New Jersey condunned to death
for the murder of a shopketiper, attracted wide attention
when a Communist-led defense agency came to their aid and expIoited the '*Trenton Six" as the "Northern Scottsboro case."
The Union's New Jersey counsel examined the record, found no
evidence of racial prejudice, but considerable of extorted confessions. When the case was argued in the Supreme Court of
New Jersey, the Union aided by a brief urging a new trial on the
grour.J of extortion of confessions and denial to the defense of
the right to examine the murder weapon for hgerprints. T h e
Supreme Court in n unanimous opinion upheld the contentions
and ordered a new trial.

I N New York

a court case which dragged on from last year
attracted considerable attention because of an appealing humanitarian issue. A father and mother who had returned to
Soviet Armenia sought to get their three younger children from
Catholic institutions so they could join them in thek native
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country. The Union's counsel, Raymond Wise, represented them.
The muds consistently refused to release the children from the
institutions,which claimed that the American-bornchildren would
be benm 0%under theix care from the point-of-view of both their
religious and patriotic needs. The case is awaiting decisim by
New York's highest court.

EFFORTS joined in by the Union to secure pardons from the
Pxesidat for the 18 members of the Socialist Workers' Party
convicted in Minneapolis in 1943 for advocating the overthrow
of government by force and violence were wholly unavailing,
Although their sentences have hem semed, a pardon would restore their civil rights.

FREEDOM OF SPEECH AND ASSEMBLY
N issue which mused the sharpest antmversy over the
limits of free s p e d was that d&ded by the U.S. Supreme
Court in the spring of 1349, when it upset in a 5 to 4 decision
the conviction of the Rev. AI&UI Terminiello, a &en-suspended
Roman Catholic priest and d a t e of Gerdd L. K,Smith, for
disturbing the peace ia Chiago two years ago. His conviction
was sustained by the Illinois Supreme Court, one of the grounds
being that expectation of his intemperate language in a private hall
caused a near-riot by hostile demonstrators outside.

A

T h e U.S. Supreme Court's sharp division was reflected among
in the me,--notably the Union
for the defense and the American Jewish Congress for the prosecution, both of which 6led briefs. The essence of the controversy
was an interpretation of the limits of permissible speech. The
Ianguage used by the speaker was as intemperate an expression
of anti-Semitism as can be imagined, but the decision supported
speech "likely to arouse anger." Opponents hold that it gives
free rein to utterances likely to muse disturbances of the peace.
T h e Union sees it as a protection for speakers from loose charges
based on their views, however obnoxious.
those outside who had taken part

HILE
political campaign in
fall of
brought
W
few instances of interference with meetings, the Progressive Party,
of its G m u n i s t support, met dii6culties in
the

the

1948

because

several places, notably in the South, None called for Union intervention. As an aftermath of the campaign one Wallace supporter, 0.John Rogge, was denied a meeting place in Syracuse,
an incident marked by the arrest of a Syracuse University student

who allegedly used intempexate language in announcing by loudspeaker on the street a change of location. He was given thirty
days in jail for disorderly conduct. The Union protested the denial of the meeting and is d&g in the pending appeal from
the conviction of the student.

T W O issues nrirjng under New York City laws of long stand-.
ing are headed for what appears to be a fmd deckion in the
courts. The Union spsored a test case of the mmtitutionality
of the requirement of permits for religious street-preachers, now
before the New York Court of Ap ah, tbe state's highest court.
O n the other issue, that court ru1c rrecently that the requirement
of permits for speakers in public parks is constitutional. The case
is being handed by Union counsel. The decision is being appealed
to the U.S. Supreme Couxt.
OME interference was aroused with the lecture tour of Prof.
Harold J. Laski of the h d a n School of Emnomics on the erroneous ground that he is a Communist sympathizer. The City
Council of Cambridge, Mass. denied the I& of a high school
auditorium for the Hamad Law School Forum to hear him, resulting in a much larger meeting in a Hamard auditorium. Authorities at the University of California also restricted his meetings.
.
-

SOUND-TRUCKSas an adjunct bf public assembly seem to be
headed either for judicial restriction or prohibition. The U.S.
Supreme Court upheld a total ban on "loud and raucous" soundtrucks in Trenton, N.J. in a case in which the Union filed a brief.

In an earlier case the court had held that permits for trucks could
not be required. The law is thus confused. ApparentIy dties can
regulate sound and location, but may not require permits.
Whether they can ban them altogether is still an open quation.

,

CONSCXmVTIOUS OBJECTORS
ALTHOUGH the draft act has b e a suspended, conscientious
objectors refusing to register continue to be prosecuted.
H ~ r t were
s
made by the Union and others ta avoid prosecution
by having registration made by other persons on behalf of nonregistrants. It was not until May, 1949 that the Attorney Gmera1 advised district atlomeys that under the law they might take
such
registrations. It is expected that the Attorney General's sug.gation
.
wiLl result in avoiding prosecukion of sincere religious
objectors, a large number of them Quakers, who regard any cooperation in enforcing the draft act as violating their scruples
against: conscripted service. Over forty men were in prison on
July 1, 1949 for refusing to register, over half of them Quakers.
The Union has not aided these non-registrants in the courts
on the ground that no practical legal service can be rendered
admitted viclators of law. The Union has, however, endeavored
to prevent prosecution and to expedite paroles.
Aid has been given in two cases of persons prosecuted for
counseling non-registration where the advice did not result iu
violation of law. In one case, that of Larry Gara, a Quaker
.teacher in a Mennonite College, the Union has aided on appeal
from a conviction mereIy for telling a non-registrant student to
"stand by his principles." He is serving an 18 month sentence,
and is denied bail on his a p p l .
In another case the Union is aiding the defense a£ a step-father
who unsuccessfully advised his step-son not to register, but who
conscientiously advised the Departmwt of Justice of his counsel.
T h e Massachusetts Civir Liberties Union is aiding the appeal of
pickets arrested in Boston for carrying signs at registration places
urging non-registration,and convicted of disorderly conduct.

1

The Union holds that peaceful picketing, whatever the views expressed, cannot fairly constitute "disordexly conduct."

THhas
E therefore
Union oppses rnilitaq conscription in time of peace. It
sought
of the constitutionality of the
a court test

present draft act by some man who would registex and then contest it. No such plaintiff has yet been found. The act is however
being tested by the Union's Southern California branch on the
ground that it discriminates against non-religious objectors. The
conviction of a non-registrant in the Federal District Court is
being appealed.

for alien conscientious objectors has continued
CITIZENSHIP
to be an issue, despite the recent ruling of the Supreme

Court that refusal to b m arms or to render non-combatant service
is not a bar. The Department of Justice, however, narrowly interprets the court's opinion to cover only those aliens willing to
reader non-combatant m i c e , because the test case involved a
man dm was willing to do so. Naturalization a m e r s therefore recommend adversely the applications of those refusing all
service. l k e resdt has been that some alien objectors have been
admitted by some courts and rejected in others. Worts to get a
uniform practice have so far been unavailing. T h e Department
of Justice admitted its apparent doubt of its own position by
declining to take an appeal in two cases in which a man was admitted to citizenship despite his refusal to agree to render any
service. The issue may soon be resolved, however, by the U.S.
Supreme Court which is being requested to review a Kansas Supreme Court decision denying citizenship to a man refusing all
non-combatantservice.

WIRE TAPPING
T H E tapping of telephone wires to get evidence became n
fively issue both in the federal jwisdiction' and in New
York City. The head of the FBI, J. Edgar Hoover, after publicly
admitting to limited wire-tapping to secure evidence was fol-

lowed by the Attorney General who sought from Congress permission by law to do what Mr. Hoover admitted was being
done. The Attorney General myhow claimed the right under
decisions of previous Attorneys General to authorize wire-tapping
in limited casts. The Union took the contrary view,--that tbe
Federal Communications Act prohibits all wire-tapping. After
a public exchange of letters, in which the Americans for Democratic Action participated with the Union, the Attorney General
withdrew his request for extended powers, although rafkming
his authority.
The U.S. Supreme Court in a 4 to 4 decision refused to dedare the use in a state court of evidence obtained by wiretapping
a violation of the Federal Communications Act. T h e case was
handed privately, not for the Union, by Union counsel Arthur
Garfield Hays and Osmond K.Fraenkel.
Extensive evidence of abuse under the New York law has been
uncovered by the Criminal Courts k
t Association. Ncw York
law permits wire-tapping only by officials acting under court
orders. Reported abuses became so extensive that the Union
urged the governor to have an investigation made. The governor
did not respond. He later approved a bill making private wiretapping a u h e . The Union assisted in one noteworthy case
where the police had secured evidence against two young women,
alIegedly prostitutes, by tapping their wires. A brief has been 6led
in the Appellate Part of Special Sessions contending that the use
of this evidence is a violation of federal law.

INTERNATIONAL CIVIL LTBERTZES
U
N
P
R
E
C
E
D
E
N
T
E
D advanca in securing international agreement on universal standards of civil rights marked the year.
The United Nations General Assembly in Paris in Dmembes,
1948 adopted a convention on genmide,-the systematic U g
of pasons because of [ace or religion. It adopted the first Universal Declaration of Human Rights in history, subscribed to by
48 of the 58 nations, a dbc~mentwithout the force of law but a
foundation for later enforcible covenants. Canferences on inter-

r

national freedom of information by press, radio and newxeels
were held, and an agreement drafted which will be shortly sub
mitted to the nations for signature.

The genocide convention is already before the U.S. Senate for
raacation, with considerable opposition by those opposed to
yielding national sovereignty to any international jurisdiction.
The freedom of information convention will presumably come
before the Senate following the General Assembly in September,
T h e Union's Committcx on International Civil Liberties has
made numerous suggestions to the State Department and to U.S.
representatives in regard to these issues, as well as moperating
with other national agencies through the Joint Committee on
Human Rights. The Union also a b a t e d during the year with
the International League fop the Rights of Man, one of the 83
international agenaes r x q p z e d by the United Nations as consultants to the Economic and S o d CounciI.
The Union was represented on the worId tour of 'The Town
Hall of the Air" in the summer of 1949 by Alfred A. Albert,
counsel for the Massachusetts Civil Liberties Union, and for some
years a consulting member for the Massachusetts Union on the
Union's Board of Directors.
OCcUPrnD COUNTRIES
T H E difficult problems of establishing democratic liberties
under military occupation in Japan, Germany, Korea and
Austria became the concern of a s p e d committee organized by
the Union which drafted and published in the early fall of 1948
n document on "Civil Rights in Occupied Areas," widely distrib
uted and publicized. Standards were set forth with comment
concerning changes ia o l p a t i o n policy to promote demoaatic
rights. Conferences were held with officials of the Army and
State Departments concerned with these problems. A number
of minor changes in policy suggested have been adopted, although the international situation postponed relaxation of many
controls. Emphasis on economic recovery to xelieve American
taxpayers of heavy continuing costs of food m a deficit economy
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has tended to encourage native conservative forces both in Ger- .
many and Jap-and thus to weaken the democratic center on
which the maintenance of civil liberties so largely depends.
The Department of the Army in the su-er
of 1948 invited
the Union to send a delegation of tbree to Germany to make
a survey of civil liberties for the Occupation; General Lucius D.
Clay in addition &ended a personal invitation to Roger Baldwin
to make an inquiry. The Union designated Arthw Gaheld Hays,
Norman Cousins and Roger Baldwin as its representatives.
Mr. Hays and Mr. Cousins travelled together in Germany in
the early fall of 1948, and later Mr. Baldwin and Mr. Hays.
Mr. Baldwin remained for some time after Mr. Hays' return to
cover the British and French zones as well as the American,
and made a brief trip to Austria.
Recommendations were made to General Clay in Berlin, and,
on the return of the delegation, to the Army and State Departments. Continuing aid has been given to a group in F r d f u r t
committed to forming a German Civil Liberties Union. The
Union has also undettakm the obligation of sponsoring the tour
of a group of Germans in the U.S. in the fall of 1949,sent by
Occupation authorities to study methods of promoting civil rights
for application in Germany.
Assistance was also given to the Japanese Civil Liberties
Union, formed at the time of Mr. Baldwin's visit to japan in
1947 as the guest of General MadCrlhur. Contracts were maintained with Occupation officials, and with the responsible agencis in Washington in &or& to promote expansion of civil
liberties.

As a resuh of Mr. Baldwin's trip to Austria, representations
were made to the Aany and State Departments concerning U.S.
partiapation in one of the most sweeping censorships of mail,
telephone and telegraph in existence anywhere in peace time, and
conducted almost exclusively for the bendt of the Soviet authorities. Although the Union urged that the U.S. withdraw from
such controt, the government departments held that however
objectionable the function. no change could be made in the art481

rangements under the Four Power agreement until a peace treaty

is written.
T h e long-debated question of the legal rights of both U.S.
personnel and the inhabitants of m p i e d tomtries moved a
step nearer solution when the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals in
the spring of 1949 held that any persons confined anywhere by
U.S. authorities might seeIr writs of habeas corpw in U.S. federal
courts, directed to the responsible & r i m
officials. The de,cision may be appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court.
'C0ZX)NIES
HEN Puexto Rim elected its h s t governor in November,
1948,one of the hrst decks was to settle the long-fought
question of language teaching in the public schools. The U.S.
had for years imposed English as the language of instruction,
which the island teachers long d t c d without effect. The Union
had helped hsuccessfully in contesting in the courts the cornpulsory instruction in English. The new mmissioner of education appointed by the elected governor at once established S p d
as the larlguage of hstxuction, although making English study
compulsory.
Political strife in Puerto Rico before the election had resulted
in a student strike at the Universitg of Puerto Rico because of
alleged discriminatory denial of university quarters for political
meetings. The univexsity was practially dosed down for some
months as a 'result. The Union, wbose intewention was sought
by the students, d&ed to send investigators to the island because no impartial body could be found on whom to rely. The
Union urged the university authorities to settle the issue by banning d politid meetings on universitg property. The d e s
were so changed. Politically-minded students protested the rule
to the Union, which the Union justified, since meeting-places
were readily available off university property and no interference
with student political organizations had marked the controversy.
An offer of aid was made in case discrimination of any sort became an issue.

W

Morts to get citizenship and civil government for Guam and
boa, long praposed and long b i d e d mainly by resistance of
the Navy Department, h l l y won recognition when the President
ordcred government departments to prepare by September 1,
1949 plans for civilian control of Guam within a year and of
Samoa within two or three years. Citizenship awaits the action
of Congress.

POST-HAU SYNDICATB, IWC.

'Maybe Ifs A Solution To The Unemployment Problem'
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" BALANCE SHEET OF CIVIL
FAVORABLE

Favorable in US. Supreme
1. The 5 to 4 decision holding that a speaker mag not be punished for disorderly conduct wen though he stirs people to anger.

-

2. The refusal to review -thus upholding a decision of a
special three-judge district court in Birmingham, Alabama, holding unconstitutional as racial discrimination an amendment to the
Alabama Constitution designed to keep Negroes from voting by
xequiring them to explain satisfactorily the U.S.Constitution.
3. The 5 to 4 decision that a person may not be punished for
perjury committed before a Congressional committee if less than
a quorum was actually present.

4. The 6 to 3 decision holding that a company may not bar a
labor union from holding organizing meetings in a companyowned hall when it is the only meeting hall in a companyrun
town.

5. The reversal of a decision of the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in San Francisco which barred admission to citizenship of
an alien believing in a form of collectivism.
6. The unanimous decision hoIding that a conviction in a state
court where defendant had no counsel must be reversed if the trial
court committed errors which prejudiced the defendant.
7. Tbe 6 to 3 decision holding that a confession obtained when
is deprived of counsd and held illegally, may not be
used in evidence in a state prosecution.
a defendant

8. The 6 to 3 decision holding inadmissible in a federal uimh a 1 case any evidence obtained through an illegal search by state
officersif a federal officer joined in the search before an effective

seizure of evidence.
c511

Favorable in L o w Federal Courts
1. The decision of the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals at Philadelphia holding that Georgia may not extradite an escaped prisoner because it had subjected him to cruel and unusual punishment in violation of the federal Constitution, (to be appealed)
2. The decision of a special threejudge federal court in New
Mexico ruling that a state constitutional provision denying Indians the right to wte is contrary to the federal constitution.
3. The decision by the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals that both
aliens and citizens held by U.S. authorities in occupied countries
have a right to writs of habeas corpus in U.S. courts.
4. The unaaimous'decision of the Circuit Court of Appeals
in New York City that an dim who has applied for citizenship
may not be deported until his application for citizenship has been
denied.
5. T h e decision of the Federal District Court at Los Angeles
holding that Japanese-Americans did not lose their citizenship by
voting in a political election in Japan, on the ground that occupied
Japan is not a foreign state.
6. The decision of the Federal District Court at Los AngeIes
holding that a Japanese-American did not lose his citizenship by
serving in the Japanese Army, since he had served under duress.
7. The decision of two Federal District Courts admitting to
citizenship, despite opposition by the Department of Justice, pacifists not willing to render non-cornbatant militarg service.

8. The decision of the Federal District Court in Massachusetts
that former membership in the Italian Fascist party and antiSemitic expressions are not a bar to citizenship, since loyalty must
be judged from actions only.

Favorable in Congress and Federal Agencies
1. The submission of plans by the Navy and Air Force, under
in order from the Secretary of Defense, for ending racial segregation in those services.
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2. Passage by the House of Representatives of the anti-poll
tax bill.

3. The gtanting of social security rights to New Mexico and
Arbma Indians under pressure of a D.C. court test case.

4. The order of Pxesident T m m providing for the transfer
of Guam and Samoa from naval to civilian administration in the
near future.
5. The order of the Attorney General to U.S. district attorneys
to register otherwise those

religious objectors who refuse to reg-

ister for the draft.
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I. The decision of the New Jersey Supreme Court reversing the
conviction of six Negromyouthsin Trenton on the grounds of
forced confessions and d e d to the defense of the right to examine the murder weapon.
2. The decision by the Maryland Court of Appeals voiding a
d e of the Baltimore City Court barring publication of unauthorized news concerning pending criminal cases.

3. The unanimous decision of the New Jersey Supreme Court
holding unmnstitutiona1 an act authorizing state seizure of public
utilities inwived in labor disputes and imposing compulsory arbitration without adequate standards.

4. The decision of the Oregon Supreme Court voiding the
alien land law barring orientals ineligible to citizenship from
owning land.

5. The decision of the California Supreme Court voiding the anti-miscegenation law.

I

6. The decision of the Georgia Supreme Court that Negroes

cannot be

C

I
I

excluded from juries.

7. The decision of Judge ~ d t ' i tbe
n Coun of Qvvter S e s h
in Philadelphia that literature is not obscene unless pornographic,
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and is to be penalized only when there is reasonable cause to believe that a crime will be the likely result.
8, T h e decisions of Judge Fairhurst in Boston Superior Court
d d g "Serenade" and "God's Little Acre" of obscenity charges.
9. The decision of a lower court in New Jersey holding unconstitutional a racial ban in municipal housing projects (on

~PPW.
-

10. The decision of the District Court in Dixon, New Mexico,
is uaconstitutional to have public schools in church b d d ings, or use sectarian textbooks in public schooIs, or employ tea&ers in clerical garb in such schools.
that it

11. The decision by the Cirmit Court in Shelby County, T m essee, reversing a conviction of literatwe agents of the Socialist

Labor Party for disorderly conduct and soliciting without a license.
Favorable in States and Colonies
1. The defeat in Illinois of all bills intended to outlaw the
Communist Party and make criminals of Communists and Communist sympathizers

.

2. The Abolition of Un-American Activities Committees in
Illinois and Washington, and the passage of a biIl controlling
their procedures in California.

3. The defeat of teachers loyalty oath bills in at least four
states.

4. The defeat in the Illinois legislature of a resolution to punish the University of Chicago and b s w e I t College for alleged
ua-americaa activities by taking away their tax exemption.

5. Tbe defeat of an Oklahoma measure to investigate Cornmudsrn in OkIahoma educational institutions.
6. The passage of FEPC laws by seven states.
7. T h e abolition of segregakion in the national guard in
Connecticut, New Yoxk and Wisconsin.
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9. The passage by the Oklahoma State Legislature of a law
opening the State Universi~Law School to Negroes for courses
not taught at a segregated law ~ Q o I .
lo. Repeal by the California Legislature of a war-time law
denying commercial fishing licenses to aliens ineligible to citizenship (Japanese).
11. T h e pocket veto by the govemdr of New Mexico of a biI1
which would have deprived resemation Indians of the vote.
12. Enactment in New York of a Iaw making c r W unauthorized possession of wire-tapping equipment.

13. The veto by Gov. Dewey of New York as unonstitutio~l
of a bill designed to outlaw publicatims aimed at comic books
portraying "bloodshed, lust or heinous acts."
14. The Eking of the police ban on the play '"IZle Respectful
Pmstitute" in Chicago.
15. The decision of a magistrate in New York City uphoIding
the right of politid candidates to use sound-trucks without
poke permits.
16. Passage by the Alabama state legislature of a law, directed
at the Ku NUS:
Klan, prohibiting the wearing of masks in public
places.
17. The veto by Governor Luis Munoz-Marin of a bill which
would have set up a system of prm censorship in Pu&
Rko.
18. T h e ruling by the new Comnhimer of Bduation in
herto Riao that all instruction in the schooIs should be in Spanish, the native tongue.
Favorable Before Intematimal Agencb
I. Adoption by the General Assembly in Pa& in December
1948 of a convention, unanimously approved, to outlaw the mime
of gen&de-the
deliberate mass extermination or k i b g of
people because of their race, digion or nation*,

2. Adoption by the ume General &blg
of the fint UnL
versal Declaration of Human Rights, approved by 48 of the 58
nations present.

3. Adoption by the h e r d Assembly in New York in the
spring of 1949 of the first convention on intemationaf freedom
of press, xadio and news reels-for later action in enforceable
form by signatoq nations.

UnfavorabIe in U.S. Supreme Court
1. The 5 to 4 decision upholding the constitutionality of a
Trenton, New Jersey ordinance banning loud and raucous souadtrucks.
2. T h e refusal to review, thus afltirming, cases in New York
and Virginia convicting Jehovah's Witnesses for distribution of
literature in privately-owned apartment houses.
3. The refusaI to review, thus a&rr&ng,a decision by the California Supreme Court hoIding the California legislative committee on un-american activities constitutionaI,
4. The 5 to 4 decision indefinitely deferring action pending his
return to this country in the case of Gerhard Eisler charged with
contempt of the House Un-American Activities Committee.
5 . The decision holding constitutiunai an Illinois statute affecting petitions for new parties, which io effect barred the Progressive Party from a place on the JIlinois ballot.
6. T h e 4 to 4 split which upheld a New York obscenity conviction of Edmund Wilson's novel, "Memoirs of Hecate County."
7. T h e refusaI to review, thus aflirming, a conviction for sending an allegedly obscene book, "Waggish Tales," through the

mails.
8. T h e G to 1 decision holding that tribunals sentencing war
criminals in defeated countries are not tribunals of the U.S. and
that therefore that mwt has no power to xwiew their decisions.
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9. The 5 to 4 decision that states may regulate so-called "coer#diveconduct" of unions sucb as calling frequent meetings during
#work-timeas a means of forcing employers to accept wage dc10. The decisions that nothing in the Wagner Act, nor in the
Taft-Hartley Act which supplanted it, impairs the right of states
to restrict union smrity. contracts ot to outlaw closed shops.
11. T h e 7 to 2 decision holding &at a judge may disregard
the recommendation of Iife imprisonment by a jury and swatace
defendant to death on police and probation repom which the
defendant had no chance to contest.

12. The dismissal on t e a l grounds of a case involving the
constitutionality of a Hawaiian law prohibiting the teaching of
foreign languages to children below the fourth grade.
13. T h e 6 to 3 decision holding that evidence obtained through
an illegai search and seizure may be used in a state court prose-

cution.
14. The 6 to 3 decision reaffirming the doctrine that federal
officers may make a valid search without a warrant if probable
cause for the search exists.
15. The 4 to 4 split which upheld the use of evidence obtained
by wire-tapping in a state prosecution..

Unfavorable in Lower Federal Courta
1. Aftirrnance by the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals of the conviction of two Hollywood film writers for refusing to tell the
House Committee on Un-American Activities whether or not they
were or had been members of the Communist Party. (to be appealed)

T h e decision by the U.S.Circuit Court of Appeals at Philr.
delphia aihnbg the conviction of a man for sending an allegedly
obscene letter to his wife. (on appeal)
3. The decision by a three-judge federal court in Oklahoma
1571
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that the Univcrsitp of Oklahoma may constitutionally segregate
a Negro in its dasses.
4. T h e d&sion of the D.C. Circuit Court of AppeaIs holding
that it is not unconstitutional to deprive naturalized citizens of
citizenship, because of remaining abroad beyond the legal limit of
fwe years, while imposing no such penalties upon native-born
citizens.
5. The decision of the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in San
Francisco holding in mo cases that rmunciation of citizenship
by Japanese-Americans at the Tule Lake relocation center were
not invalid because the complaint of duress was not supported
by the facts, and bmuse no denial of a substantial right was
before the court.

6. The refusal of a Federal District Court in New York to dism i s s the indictment of twelve Communist leaders for conspiracy
to violate the sedition act of 1940 by advocating the overthrow
of the government by force and violence.
7. The two decisions by the D.C. District C o b that the loyalty program and its present procedufes are constitutional, and
tha the courts cannot review the decisions of the Loyalty Review
Board. (one on appeal)
8. The decision of several Federd District Courts that the
Attorney General may constitutionally list an organization as subversive without a prior hearing. (one a s e on appeal)

9. ZZle conviction for criminal contempt in the Federal District Court in Ixls Angeles of tbree alleged Communists who refused to tell a grand jury whether or not they were Communists. (on appeal)

The convictions for contempt in a Federal Distxict Court
in Denver, Colorado of three individuals for refusing to tell a
10.

Grand Jury whether or not they were Communists. (on appeal)
11. The refusal by the U.S. District Court in Los Angdes to
grant &enship to aa applicant who failed to prove non-a&fiation with Communist orgdzations. (to be appealed)
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12. The conviaion in the F d d District Court in herto Rim
of a group of Puerto Ricans for refusing to register under the
Selective Service Act, although herto Rim is not representd in
Congressiod law-making.(to be appealed)
13. The decision in the Federal District Court in Lcw Angela
tbat under the federal civil righb statute, private parties cannot
sue for damages for violations of their civil rights by other private
parties. (on appd)
14. The ruling of a Federal District Court in Baltimore that
racial segregation in interstate railroad dining cars is mnstitutionat

15. The decision of a Federal District Court in New Haven,
Connecticut upholding the Taft-Hartley law's ban on politicid
spending by labor unions.

16. The mviction in the Federal District Court at Philadelphia
of a p u t for ~ s u ~ s f u ladvising
ly
his stepson not to register
for the draft. (on appeal)
17. The conviction in a Federal District Court in Ohio of a
Quaker teacher for telling a student to staad by his principles in
refusing to register for the draft. (on appeal)
18. The conviction in a Ias Angeles Federal District Court of
a conscientious objector denied exemption because he did not believe in a Supreme Being. (on appeal)

Unfavorable in Congress and Federal Agendebi
1. The continued failure to make any imprwements in loyalty
proceedings- affecting federal government employees and employees of private concerns workin8 on defense contracts.
2. Action by several members of the House Un-American Activities Committee to investigate college text-books, subsequently
repudiated by the full Gomnnittee.

3. The requirement by the Atomic Energy Commission of loyalty oaths as a condition ofgranting all atomic eaergg feIlowships.
i t
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4. The continued refusal of the House Committee on UnAmerican Activities to give a hearing to Dr. Edward U. Condon
an charges of disloyalty.
5. T h e continuation of the practice of the State and Justice
Departments in denying visas to unofficial'visitors to international
conferenus when suspected of Communist connections.

6. The arrest md detention without bail by the Department
of Justice of aliens charged with being Communists, whik their
deportation cases are pending.
7. The arrest of Walter Gieseking, German concert pianist, by
the Department of Justice u p his arrival in New York despite
clearance by U.S. authorities abroad.
8. The failure of Presidmt Tnunan to act on a petition torestore civil rights to eigbteen members of the Socialist Workers'
Partp convicted in Minneapolis in 1943 under the Smith Sedition

Act of conspiracy to advocate revolutionary doctrines.
9. The & m i d of JamesKut&er, legless veteran, from hisjob with the Veterans Administration on the sole basis of hismembership in the Socialist Workers' Party, upheld by the Loyal5
Rwiew Board, (to be appealed to courts)

T h e overruling by the Federal Communications Commission of its prior Mayflower decision, thus permitting radio statians.
to editorialize,
10.

11. The continued practice of the Attorney General and the
Department of Justice of wire-tapping in cues involving national
security.
1

12. The continued failure of the Army to submit a plan fox
- the elimination of racial segregation in accordance with an order

from the Secretary of Defense.
13. The refusal of the authorities at the National Ahport in
Virginia to obey the order of the Civil Aeronautics Administration.

to end segregation in the airport rer.iaurants,now pending in a

federal court.
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Unfavorable in State Courts
1. The decision by the California Supreme Court holding constitutional the requirement of loyalty oaths for all Los Angela
county employees. (on appeal)
2. The decision by the California Supreme C O Uupholding
~
an
$junction restraining peaceful picketing to secure proportional
employment for Negroes. (on appeal)

'

3.

The decision of the Court of Appeals of New York, its high-

holding constitutional a requirement of permits for
speakers in parks. (on appeal)

est court,

4. The decision of the Michigan Supreme Court that a student
in a state university could be constitutionally expdled without a
hearing because of ofT-campus political activities. (on apped)
5. The decision of the Kansas Supreme Court denying citizenship to an alien conscientious objector, who refked to agree to
take non-combatant military service. (on appeal)

6. The 4 to 3 decision of the New York Court of AppeaIs
holding constitutional a racial ban in Stuyvesant Town,a privately
owned housing project aided by state funds. (on appeaI)
7. The decision of the Washington Supreme Court holding
constitutional a law poviding for compulsory arbitration of labor
disputes in publicly-owned utilities.
8. The decision by the Appellate Division of the Supreme
Court of New York, that the father of a child may not regain
custody to take him to Soviet-Armenia, but must leave him in
an institution for the child's weIfare. (on appeal)
9. The decision by the Appellate Division ia New York that
the requirement of a permit for religious street preaching is constitutional. (on appeal)
10. The decision by a local court in Memphis,. T-.
dismissing on technical grounds a suit brought by the Motion Picture Association to test the constitutionality of local motion picture censorship. (on appeal)
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11. T h e conviction in a b
l court in Syracuse, N.Y.of a student for maacing a street speech marked by allegedly abusive lanP g e - (on apped)
12. The decision by 'the Supreme Court of New York sustaining the state Department of Education in granting released-time
periods for school children to receive reli~iousinstruction off
h o o l grounds. (skilar u s e now pcndingr

Unfavorable in the States and Cot&

Tbe enactment of a law in New York State requiring tbe
removal of "subversive persons" from the school system and auI.

thorizing the Board of Rcgeots to list subversive organizations,
membership in which lays a basis for barring such persons from
employment.
2. The passage in Maryland of a law outlawing the Communist party and making membership in that patty a criminal offense.

3.

The passage of

teachers loyalty oath bills in at least five

stat&.

4. The requiremint by the police commissiwer of D&oit that
all newspap men sign loyalty certificates in order to r&ive fire
and press cards.
5. The investigation by a state legislative committee in Illinois
of the University of Chicago and Roosmelt College for alleged
subversive activities.

6. The dismissal of three professors at the University of Washington solely on the ground that they were Communist Party
members, and the dismissal from Oregon State College of a professor because be urged a thprough investigation of the genetics
theory of a Russian scientist.
7. The barring by the New York City Board of Education
from public schools of after-school classes in Jewish culture oxginized by the International Workers' Order, sorely because that
organization is on the Attorney General's black-list.
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8. The continued refusal by the Nrw York City Board of Education to reinstate 'The Nation" in public school libxaries.

9. T h e veto by Gov. Dewey of a biil passed by the New York
judges to impose a sentence of life
bprbnment if a jury so recommends in a murder case.
State Legislature +ring

i

t

Reckless Winds

C in rbr St. Louis P o s t - D i s ~ c b

CWIBF ISSUES PENDING IN THE COURTS
United States Supreme Court
1. Petition to review afhmances of convictions in the D.C.
Circuit Court of Appeals of two Hollywood fih writers for refusing to tell the House Committee on Un-American Activities
whethe1 or not they were or had been members of the Communist
party. (similar case also pending)
2.

Appeal from the decision of a three-judge Federal Court in

New York upholding the anti-Communist oath provision of the
Taft-Hartley Act.

3. Appeal from a CaIifornia Supreme Court decision holding
constitutional the requirement of loyalty oaths for all Los Angela
county employees.

4. Appeal from a California Supreme Court decision upholding an injunction restraining peaceful picketing to secure proportional employment for Negoes.
5. Petition to review the New York Court of Appeals decision
holding constitutional the requirement of permits for speakers
in parks.

6. AppeaI from the Circuit Court of AppeaIs decision at Philadelphia d m i n g the conviction of a man for sending an allegedly obscene letter to his wife.
7. Petition to review the decision of the Circuit Court of Appeals at San Francisco that a state court could deny the right to
broadcast a criminal trial to one radio station while granting it
to another.

8. Two appeals invohing the right of a state to segregate students in its university classes on the basis of race,

9. Petition to review the New York Court of Appeals decision
holding constitutional a racial ban in Stuyvesant Town,a privately owned housing project aided by state funds.
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lo. Petition to d e w the Supreme Court of Kansas decision
denying citizenship to an aben conscientious objector who refused
to agree to take non-combatmt military service.
1I. Appeal from the U.S. h i t Gurt of Appeals decision in
New York holding that an entering alien is not entided to a hearing on his admissability into the U.S.
- ,12. Petition to review the Cirmit Court of Appeds decision in
Philadelphia holding that Georgia may not extradite an escaped
prisoner because it had subjected him to cruel and unusual punishment in violation of the federal constitution.
13. Petition to review the decision of the Michigan Supreme
Court that a student in a state universitg could be constitutionally
expelled without a hearing because of off-campus political ac-

tivities.
h w a Federal Courts
1. In the U.S. Circuit Gurt of Appeds at San Francisco, an
appeal from the conviction for criminal contempt of three alleged Communists who refused to teIl a grand jury whether or
not they were Communists.
I
2. In the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Denver, appeals
from the convictions for contempt in a Federal District Court in
Denver, Colorado of three individuals for refusing to tell a Grand
Jury whether or not they were Communists.

3. In the D.C. Circuit Court, an appeal by the Joint AntiFascist Refugee Committee from a district court decision refusing
to enjoin the Attorney General from listing the organization as
subversive.

4. In the U.S, Circuit Court of Appeals at Boston, an appeal
from the conviction of a group of Puerto R i m who refused to
register for the draft an the ground that the draft act codd not

constitutionally apply to a colony witbout a vote in the legislature
which enacted it.
5. In the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals at Sm Francisco, appeal from a d&ion of a district court restoring citizenship to

Japanese-Americans who had renounced their citizenship whiIe
&ed
at the Tule Lakc center in war time.
6. In the U.S. Circuit Court of Appears at San Francisco, an
appeal from a decision &at under the federal civil rights statute,
private parties cannot sue other private parties for violations of
their civil rights.
7. In the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals at Safi Francisco, an
appeal from the conviction of a conscientious objector denied exemption because he does not believe in a Supreme Being.
8, In the U.S. Circuit Court of AppeaIs at Philadelphia, an
appeal from the conviction of a Quaker teacher for telling a studeat to stand by his principle in refusing to register for the draft.
9. In the U.S. Circuit Court of AppeaIs at Philadelphia, an
appeal from the conviction of a pacifist for advisin his stepson
not M register for the draft.
pi
lo. In a federal district court in N e w York City, the trial of
twelve Communist leaders indicted under the Smith Sedition Act
of 1940 for conspiring to advocate the overthrow of the government by force and violence.

L-

11. In the New York Federal District Court, a s u i t by the
Screenwriters Guild against major producing companies charged
with conspiracy to restrain trade by their blacklisting of alleged
"subversives". (similar case pmding in the Federal District Court
in, Los Angeles)
State Courta
1. In the Supreme Court of Tennessee, an appeal from a dismissal on technical grounds of a suit brought by the Motion Pictute Association to test the constitutionality of local motion

picture censorship.
2. In the New York Court of Appeals, an appeal from a decision that the requiremeat of a permit for religious s t r e d preaching is constitutional.
3. In the New York Court of Appeals (highest court), an appeal from a decision that the father of a child may not regain
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custody to t & t M : r n Souia-kmm& but must Leave him in an
institution for tke
wdfq.
.
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4. In the Supreme Cow of New Jersey, an appeal from a
a i r i o n holding unconstitutional a racial ban in municipal housing projects.
5. In the intermediate COW in New York, an appeal from the
conviction by a local court in Syracuse, N. Y.,of a student fot
makhg a street speech marked by allegedly abusive language.
6. In the Cirdt Court of Marglmd, a case to test the mnrtit u t i d i t y of the Ober Law outlawing the Communist party and
making Communists criminals.
7. In the Virginia lower cow&, a case to test the constitutiondity of the poU tax.
8. I n the Superior Caurt of New Jmq,an adon to enjoin the
pzintiog of the words "Refused Oath of Allegiance" under the
names of candidates for public office who refuse to take a loyalty oath.
.

1

.
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9. In the lower courts of Ohio, cases to test the donstitutionality of the requirement of loyalty oaths before unemployment
compensation can be received.
lo. In the Supreme Court of New York, a case testing the anstitutionality of the racticc of the State Department of Eduation
in granting releasdtime periods for school children to receive
religious instruction off school grounds.
I I, In the Iower muas in Conndcut, a m e to test the constitutiondiQ of religious instruction in school buildings in Westport aftar ham.
12. In the Supreme Court of New York, an action to bar
"Oliver Twist" and 'The Merchant of Venice" from the New
York City schml libraries.
,

ORGANIZATION PERSONNEL
N a t i o d Committee and Board of Directors
~ationalCommittee of 75 members distributed throughout the country constitutes with the Board the membership of
the corporation. Four new members were elected at the annual
election for s thee-year ter-rles
S. Johnson, President of
Fisk University, Nashville, Tenn. ; J. Robert Oppenheimer, President of the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, New Jersey ;
Edward J. Spading, President of Roosevelt College, Chicago, and
Mrs. Dorothy Tdly of Atlanta, Ga., former member, President's
Committee on Civil Rights.
The terms of John M. Coffee of Tacoma, Washington and
Jmings Perry of Nashville, Tennessee expired at the annual
election in March. Dr. William Draper Lewis resigned because
of age. Felix Morley of Washington, D.C.resigned because of
differences with Union poliaes which he believed favor undue
extension of federal bureaucratic powers.

THE

T h e Union lost two long-time members of the National Committee by the death of Mrs. Kate Crane Gartz of California, long
active in behalf of civil rights, and Powers Hapgood of Indianapolis, regional director of the C.T.Q.
There were two resignations and four additions in the b a r d
of Directors during the year. Laurence Duggan resigned in the
fa11 of 1948 because of inability to attend meetings. He continued
up to his tragic death a few months later to serve as chairman of
the committee on Civil Rights in American alonies. Dean Harry
Carman resigned because of the pressure of his duties at Columbia University. Frederick E. Robin, former assistant director of
the ACLU, presently secretary of the Committtx on the Nation's
Health; Mrs. Katrina McCormick Barnes, former publisher,
Jonathan B. Bingham, attorney, and Merle Miller, associate editor
of Harpers M a g d n e , were elected to the Board. The mernbership of the Board totals thittp-three out of a maximum of thirtyfive provided by the by-laws.

In the ofice st&, m o r d Forster was granted a year's leave
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of absence because of the demands of family business. He has
been repIaced by Herbert M.L e y as acting staff muasei. Milton
Bentz resigned as assistant director in June, 1949, and has been
replaced by George E.Rundquist as acting assistant, after serving
for a year as a volunteer on the st&.
I

. heal

Committees
LOCAL affiliated committees maintaining headquarters with
full or part-time secretaries continue their activities ia. Los
Angela, San Francisco, Chicago, New York, ]Boston and Baltimore. A branch of the Union was organized at the University of
Oklahoma during the fall of 1948 with Prof. Don E. Howard
of the University of Oklahoma as president and Robert Blackstock, also of the University, as vice-president.
..

I

HE Union has formal connections or representation in the
TJoint Committee of American Agencies for Human Rights,
the National Council for a Permanent FEPC, the Coordinating
Committee on Indian Mairs, the Civil Liberties Clearing House
of Washington, D.C., and the International League for the
gghts of Man.

Cooperation was continued in defense cases in the courts with
the Japanese American Citizens League and the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
lc%

NOofcontroversy
during the year required referendum vote
the entire corporation, an unusual m r d . One advisory
a

vote was taken of the National Committee on affiliation with the
International League for the Rights of Man, a United Nations

consultative b d y . Af6Iiation was overwhelming1y approved, since
the principles of the League are almost identical with those of
the Union,
I
A ballot for a straw vote among the contributing members was
sent out with the annual report in 5eptemkr and brought in

867 returns on h e controvemid h e which had been before
the Corporation the previous yew. T h e returns showed:
1. For peacetime cokcriPtion 281; o p p d 586
2. For compulsory didosure by law of all agencies influmcing public opinion 609; opposed 194
3. For loyalty tsts for public employees, with adequate
protection 503 ; opposed 323
4. For special restriaions on Communist beliefs and associations 109; opposed 619
5 . For restrictions on the political activities of trade unions,
imposed by the Tdt-Hartley Act 88; opposed 746.

T h e returns supported the positions taken by the G p r a t i o n
on all except one issue, that of general k l o s u t e by law of the
essential facts regarding a11 agencies seeking to Muence public
opinion. On that the contributing members expressed a conhary
view. The subject was then further debated by the Board and
became the leading topic at the'hnual Gonference in March.
Members present showed a majority in support of the Corporation's position. The Board of Directors later reaffirmed that position on the general disclosure proposal, but agreed to examine
and support special forms of disclosure related to specific public

purpose.

The resolution adopted in 1940 concerning the Union's governing persomel, disqualifying those associated with anti-democratic
movements, was again the subject of disagreement. After r'equiring compliance by new dliated local groups, the Board
queried the established Iocd groups as to their wiltingness to
accept it. Four (Northern and Southern California, Massachusetts
and St. Louis) d d n e d to do so, largely on the ground that they
oppose being bound by any general declaration. Their practices,
however, conform.
Greater participation by afliliates in policy-making was proposed
at the conference held in New York in March and generally
agreed to, though the precise form remains to be worked out. At
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presmt the a6liates me consulted on d mattea of policy, but
their vom are onrg advisoty.

I I: In mdu to clarify th Union's stand on the rights of Communists and toward Communist p p a p d a , the Board of Dimtozs
adopted a declaration reading: '"I'he ACLU as a champion of
avil iiberties is opposed to any governmental or economic system

E

I

which denies fundamental civil liberties and human r$hts. It is
therefore opposed to any form of the police state o ,the singleparty state, or my movemeat iu support of them, etha fascist,
Communist or known by ang other name. In op mg those dictatorial, totalitarian systems, the Union takes no position on their
mnomic, social or political practices or policies not &&g
civil
hirties.*'
The controversial issue of Communists as teachers brought from
the Academic Freedom Committee r declaration approved by the
Board, reading:
1. The ACLU opposes as conhary to democratic libexties m y
ban or regulation which wodd prohibit the emp1opmt
as teachers of any person solely because of political views
or associations, .even when characterized as Fascist or
Communist.
2. The ACLU will not defend teachers discharged after
prwf of misusing their position to attempt indochimtion
of students with their personal politid views.
3. The ACLU may intervene in appropriate cases of college
teachers discharged where dd&m have not b m based
upon the judgment of their colleagues, as distinguished
from trustees and administrative officials, md in contested
cases of public d m 1 W e t s where the principles of
t a m e are not: observed

2
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In order to spell out precisely the position of the Union on the
application of the legal test of clear and present danger, which
. the Union suppoas, the Board of Dirtxtors adapted the following statement. Its relation to smd current court proceedings
is apparent.
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1.

A d m a g d expressions of opinion, whether made in
public or private, are proteatd by the First and Fourteenth Amendments, except:

(A) Whm they become an integral part of conduct
violating a valid law; or

(B) When they are a direct incitement to specific and
immediate violation of law; or
(C) When they threaten a danger of unlawful ads so
great and so immediate that time is lacking for
society to take adequate protective measures
against the threatened acts.
2. Secrecy or anonymity in expressions of opinion or in advocacy is not in itself a barrier to the protection of the First

and Fourteenth Amendments.
3. Conspiracy is not pxoperly chargeable to persons as*
ciated together in the expressions of their opinions or in
advocacies except where incitements to or plans for speci6c unlawful acts create the dear and present danger of
such acts.
4. T h e foregoing principles protect anti-democratic propaganda equally with pro-democratic.
5. The test of clear and present danger should be applied
by legislatures and courts with great restraint. The American Civil, Liberties Union will construe it in the interest
of the widest possible freedom of public dimmion and
advocacy.

FINANCES
To tbs close of the ficd

year,

J m m y 31, 1949.

7 $1

H E income of the Union for all purposes was $72,430, cornwith $64,844 the previous year. Expenditures totaled
$72,474 as against the previous year's $64,477. Both income and
expenditures were the largest in the Union's history.
Tpared
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The $72,430 income was made up of, (1 ) dues and matributions from members to Qperating -~und,'$58,474, ( 2 ) sale of
pamphlets, $338, (3) contributions to Special.Funds, $10,278,
( 4 ) interest on investments and profit on the sale of securities,
$3,340. Of this last item $355 was received by and added to the
McMurtrie Fund, and $2,984 by and to Trust Funds. In addition,
the Union received $9,165 in bequests, placed in reserve funds.
(See detailed report in Reserve Funds.) Met assets as of February 1, 1949, covering reserve funds and current balances, were
$101,015, compared with $91,478 on February 1, 1948.
Operating Fund income, made up chiefly of membership contributions, was $%,& 12, compared with $5 3,179 the previous year.
Operating expenditures were $57,946 against the previous year's
figurE of $51,361. Operating income, greatest in the Union's history, more than met expenditures for overhead operations which
were also the highest in history due to increased costs and sataries. The staff numbered fifteen, one more than during the
previous year.
For Special Funds outside the budget, income was $10,278 and
expenditures $10,926, as compared with income of $1 1,665 and
expenses of 5 13,115 the previous y$ar. Balances in' Special Funds
at the beginning of the year more than covered the excess of expenditures over income. (See detailed report in Special Funds.)
A special trust fund was set up to pay the salary of the director,
Roger Baldwin, for the indefinite future in wbatever role he
may continue to serve the Union. ']The bequest of Maxine Hilson,
formerly a volunteer worker in the Union's office, was set aside
for the purpose, to be drawn on both as to income and principal.
Mr. Baldwin's salary was thus removed from the annual budget
expenditures and is not shown in the Operating Fund report.
It appears in the report on txust funds.
Since the close of the fiscal year January 31, reserve funds were
1argeIy increased by a bequest of $47,640 from the estate of Betsy
Davis of Pearl River, New York, long a member of the Union.

EMBERSHIP in the Union increased to a total of 8,148 on
February tat, 1949. This does nor indude the several
thousand additional members of local branches, of which the
largest are the two &hit- in California, the Chicago Division
and the Massachusetts Civil Liberties Union.
Over 8,650 separate contributions were made, an increase of
600 over the previous year. By amounts they were: 75 at $100
and over; 87 between $50 and $100;331 between $25 and $50;
1,723 between $10 and $25; 3,512 between $5 and $10;and 2,950
of less than $5. The average contribution was $7.96, 16c. Iarger
than during the previous year.
Contributors of $200 and over were: William Presmtt Allen,
Texas; Mrs. Geraldine Boone, New Jersey; Edward T. Cone,
New Jersey; Gardner Cowles, New York; Mrs. Margaret
DeSiZver, New York; Henry G. Ferguson, Washington, D.C.;
Miss Gloria Gartz, California; International Ladies Garment
Workers Union, New York; Corliss Lamont, New York; Mrs.
Thomas W. Lamont, New York; Albert D.Lasker, New York;
Miss Florina Lasker, New York; Mrs. M a y Woodard Lasker,
New York; the Robert Marshall Civil Liberties Trust, New
York; &org; D. Pratt, Jr.,,Connecticut; Mrs. Jane A. Pratt,
Connecticut; Sherman Pratt, New York; Miss Evelyn Preston,
New York; J. H.Reinfeld, New York; Harold R d e l d , New
York; Renfield Importers, Ltd., N e w York; William G , Riley,
Washington, D.C; Irvin Shapiro, New York; Miss Annie L.
Thorp, Massachusetts; Norman Williams, Jr., New York; together with two anonymous contributors of $1,300 and $250.

TREASURERS REPORT
~i'acaIYear ending January 3 1. 1949
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OPERATING FUND

BaIance. Februaq 1. 1948 ........................................................
INCOME:
Membership dues and contributioris .................. $58.474.10
Sale of pamphlets ............................ ................
337.90

I

.+ 1 .

..

Total income ..............................................................
58.812.00
I ..
d
Total .................................................... $66.85 3.61
EXPBNDITURES
:
Executive salaries* (three empioyees) ............ $12.274.03
Office salaries (seven employees) .................... 1 1.928.35
Manbetship department salaries (four em.a
ployees) .................................................. 8.564.20
Mahership department maintenance .............. 5. L44.69
Literature and pamphlets ......................... .:....... 4.727.02
Postage ............................... ............................
2.767.59
Stationery and printing ...................................... 2.629.55
Office supplies and expenses ............................ 2.472.34
In

.................................................................... 2.460.00
.......................................................... 918.42
Audit .................................................................. 870.00
Rent

Telephone

Newsclippings. bmks and subscriptions ............
Social sewity taxes .........................
..........
Mailing company ..............................................
Dinners and meetings ......................................
Telegram .........................................................
Travel ..............................................................
Bank charges .....................
.... ......................
Insurance ........................................................
Binding ..............................................................

.
.

I-

Total expenditures

801.79
715.32
596.02
355.91
289.30
263.94

126.44
32.M

8.75

.................................................. 57.946.35
BaIance. January 31. 1949 ........................................................ $ 8.907.26
*The director's salary was met from trust funds.
I .
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SPECIAL FUNDS
1. Summary

.................................
..........$
Book Fund* ..........................................................
Monopoly in communications ................................
Censorship ...........................................................
Defense in courrs ...............................................
Legislative campaigns ...........................................
Zncal, afliliated and cooperating committees ........
lnternatiooal civil liberties ....................................
Organizational expenses ........................................
Race Discrimination Committee ............................
Labor Relations Committee ..................................
Academic Freedom

.
.
;

Income Expemditwes
204.63 $ 204.63
7.85
4.50
7.50
1,412.84
476.45
476.45
5,228.69
3,769,08
f ,800.24
1,800.24
771.49
1,364.68

731.16
88 1.I 6

738.96

55.00
114.32

113.21
114.32

$10,278.49

$10,925.90

926.99

Balance, February 1, 1948 ............................................................ $1,806.04
BaIanct, January 31, 1949 ........................................................... $1,158.63
NOTE(1) In each of the above accounts where expenditures exceeded
income, oved1 balances at the beginning of the year covered them.
(2) Balance shown as of February 1, f 948, is after transfer of the earmarked Civil Liberties Educational Fund from Special Funds to Trust
Funds, similarly restricted.
*As a result of two minor transactions the Book Fund balance increased
during the year from $102.82 to'$106.17.

II. Detailed Accounts
Deferwre in Court

Mance, February 1, 1948 ..................................................... $ 343.36
RECEIPTS:
Contributions and undesignatd special funds ........................ 5,228.68
$ 5,572.05

EXPENDITURES:
New Mexico and Arizona Indian vote cases,
State Supreme and federal courts .................. $ 1,138.34
Japanese-American citizenship rmunciation
m,federafcourts ....................................
414.15
West Coast d w i o n order case,f e d d courts
327.19
Refusal of citiawship case, U.S. Supreme Court
308.12
Union anti-Communist expulsion case, N. Y.
courts .................................. ,..,.................
189.38

....

.I
C0nSC;entious objectors' bail
F e d d Ioyalty order cases

............................

...............................
AIaskan Indian hhing rights csse. U . S. Su-

rem me Court ..................................................
d o r union freedom of press case ....................
Un-Ameriaan Activities Committee contempt
a peal, U . S. Supreme Court..........................
wi iams death sentence case. N . Y.court of

179.25
106.10
104.31

i

AppeaXs .......................................
................
N Y obscenity law test case. U.S. Supreme
Court ....................
......
............................

. .

California anti-Japanese fishing Iicense me,
U S. Supreme Court ......................................
Hawaiian foreign language sch001 ban. U.S.
supreme Court ..................... ......................
Cbolookian rdease of children from institution.
N . Y. courts .............................
Cases udder $50.00 (43 cases)

.

..

..........,..........

........................

Lqblative Catnpaigm
RECEIPTS:
Undesignated special funds ............................... 1..............$ 1.800.24
E X P E N D ~ R:E S
Servica of Washington representative .............. $ 787.00
Telephone and telegraph ..................................
447.73
Washington expenses .....................................
412.66
Travel .............................................................
102.45
Printing ........................................................
32.35
Miscebeous ............................................
18.05

Baiance. February 1. 1948 .......................................................... $
RECEIPTS:
From a n d meeting luncheon ........................ $ 507.00
90.00
Contributions for membership activities
Undesignated specid funds ..............................
284.16

..........

88.50

KXPIND~~URES:
Annual m&8
l&n
$
Specid fund appeals ..........................................
Spdcid r n d x d i p e q m s a
Printing ...................................
w..... ..

.............................
............................

727.37
63.79
129.02

r"Vw!

Balance.

Jlaauq

31. 1949

..................................

6.81
$

926.99

.
.
.
.
.........$

42.67

Local. e t e d and W a h g Committees

RECE~S:
Cantributions
Undesipted specid funds

.................
.....

..............,,... .
.............................

26.65
744.84

4

Chicago Division. A.C.L.U. .............................. $
Committee for EquaIity in Naturalization
N Y City Civil Libeaits Committee ................
Civil Liberties Ucaring House. Washington,
D.C.............................................................
Radio Committee .........................

........

..

Colonies Committee

771.49

500100
500.00

194.40
100.00

.
........

43.48

..........................................

26.80

$ 1,364.68

Deficit. J m q 31. 1949 ............................................................ $

593.19

IntemationaI Civil Liberties

Balance. Februarg 2. 1948 ......................................................
$
RECEIPTS:
Conttibution (fmm MI Baldwin's receiph for ledwes
and artides on Japan) ....................................
............ $

731.16

$

987.87

.

EXP%NDITURES:
On behalf of civil l i b d c s in occupied Germany ..........................................................
$
Travel .......................
Telephone ....................................................
Mcethg .................... ......................................
Trip ta Germany and Austria by Roger N.
Baldwin .........................................................

..

.......................................
..,

88-21
58.25
10.88
1.72

579.90

256.71

I

'Study of Monoply in Communicatiom
hhnce,Fcbruary1,I948 ...................
..A 573.72

!

RHcEWrs:

Conbibutions

.
.
.
.. .
.
......
...................................... .
......................i.........
$

7.50
581.22

E X P E ~ E S :

To New Scb001 for h i a t Etsearch for underwriting guarantet for Monoply in Corn-

.

...
pusses..; ........................................................
12.72

munidons course .................,..... ............ $ 1,400.12
Freedom of Communit~tiollsCommittw ex-

Academic

.
-

RECEIPTS:

Fdom

.................................................

Undesipted special funds
EXPH~RES:
In connection with.Unidty of herto Rim
studentstrike .......................................
$
Telephone and telegraph

.........................
.... ..
Conference ................................
... ...........
Cuts .................................................................
C

d

173.15
16.89
10.50
4.09

p

RECEIPTS:
. Undesiptcd spedal funds

....................................................
$ 476.45
"Hecate County" case, U.S. Supreme Court ......$ 300.60
'*Outhw'* CBS~,New YO& COUttS ....................
27.25
Tclephne and telegraph ..................,.......~.,,,., 84.59
Meetin& .....................
.....
...........ll....... 4 3 . 4

EXPENDITURES
:

Printing

..........................,.................................
Committee on

Contributions

Race Didmitiation

375.43
..........................................................
.....................................
.
.............................. 55.00

Balance, February 1, 1948
RECEIPTS:

20.61

EXPE~VDITURES
:
H m r d Universitg xescarch project on segregation ..,...................... ,
.
....................... $
Cuts

............................ ,
...............................

100.00

13.21

Balance, January 31, 1949 ........................................................

$

317.22

committee on Civil Rightbi in L a b Relations
RECEIPTS
:
Undesignated special funds ................................................... $ 114.32
EXPBND~TURES:
Travel .............................................................. $ 101.22
Mcetings ...........................................................
13.10
$

114.32

NOTE:
In addition to tbe above a m w t s , a balance of $65.50 remains in
Special Funds for educational mpigns.

RESERVE FUNDS
1.

McMwtrie Fund

......
354.97
. .

Wance, February 1, 1948
INCOME:
Inter& and dividends ...........................................................

No E X P E N ~ U R E S

Balance, January 31, f 949

.......................
.
.
...........................

$19,912.64

2. Trust Funde
I. Bequest of Mmms E. mson
Bdancc, Februq 1, 1948 .................................................. $43,684.60

RECB~S:
Find distribution of Hilson Estate .......... $ 5,495.79
Interest and dividends .........................
1,785.14
Profit on sale of securities ........................ 1,199.28

8,480.21

EXPsmITuREs :

Roger N.Baldwin, for =ices ................ $ 3,600.00
Printing check b k ..................................
1.25

Balance, Januarg 31, 1949 ................................................

.,W,563.56

11. ROBERTM A a s m Cnm Lmmnas Taus
Balance in fund for held investigrrtiom, Feb1,
1948 and Jaauatp 31, 1949 (no transactions) ................ $

Iu. h ~

. 473.54

E E T I EEDUCATIONAL
~
FUND

Balance in fund, Pebruarg 1, 1948, and January 31,
1949 (no tmadions)
,
................... $

..... ....................
.
.

965.50

W. REVOLVING
Lam FUND

Balance in fund, Februsuy 1, 1948, and January 31,
1949 (no tfbnsactions) ....................... ,.,,.....

............

391.07

NOTE:
Tnrst Funds, as carried on the boob, werc reduced during the
g a r by transfer to Gcnml Rcsme Fund of $11,416.54, s h e that sum
was fwnd not to be mtricted by the donors to special p
es. Trust
Funds were i n d in a s i d k w e r by the t
d rom S
Funds of the mtridcd Civil Libertk B d o c l t n d Fund balance of $ 9 F k !

"P"

3. General Resewe F d
Balance, Februarp 1, 1948* ......:................................................ $16,557.75
REcms:
Bquest from Estate of Emma Pischel ....................................
3,669.9
No fix~~mrnuass
Balance, January 31, 1949 ........................................................

*See note under Trust Funds, above.

..$20,227.19

BALANC63 S m T AS OF JANUARY 31,1949
ASSETS
CURRENT
ASSETS:
Cash in b a h ................................................ $31,808.02
Loans rceeivabIe ............................................
50.00
$31,858.02

I N V B S T M ~ + ABook
~ Vdue* .......;.................................... 67,166.72
F ~ E ASSETS:
D
Furniture and h k w .................................... $ 2,777.50
Less : R m e for depreciation ...................... 787.66

LLABIUTIES AND rnWORTH
L I A B ~ B: S
P a p U taxe payable ......................
Accounts payabIe

.
.
......,,.$

..........................................

3158~05
47.14
$

415.19

NETWORTH
Operating Fund R-e
........................ ...$ 8,907.26
SpKid Fund Rcseive
............ 1,158.83
M u r t r i c Fund R m e ............................. 19,9f2.64

....................
.

General h e m e

.
.

............................................

20,227.19

Trust Funds Rtserve .........................
.
........ 50,393.67

....................................................$100,59.39
Total Liabilities and Nct Worth ................A...................... m . 5 8
Total Net Worth*

*Net Wmtb ir s~~bject
lo ddjastmen; for difwences between the book
of the invertmm.

~alrresand market v&es

CERTIFICATE
We hereby certify that the accompanying Balance Sheet aad Summary
of Income and Expditurts are in mordana with the books, and, subject
to adjustments for the Merence between the book and market values of
investments, in our opinion correctly set: forth the hancial condition of
the American Civil Liberties Union, Inc, as of January 31, 1949, and
the results of operations for the year then ended.
APFELAND ENGLANDBR,
Certified Pubfic Accountants

NOTE:-A complck m p of ths . u d i b sa will be sent to any
coatxibutor who requestg rt. The Union's
methods and acamting
are endorsed by the Natiod I n f o d o n Buran, Inc., 205 East 4Znd
f o y d to advise contrhibrn.
Street, New YO& 17,N.Y.,
EUI
Contrdmtiofls to the Union are not deductible from income tax tetums.
The Income Tax B u m at W d i n g b n has held that a " s ~ t a n t i dput
of the Union's activities is directed to i h e n c e legislation," which, under
the law. d o a not permit deductions in w r&um by contributors. The
nzling is being contested.

Pamphlets m d w e t s
Our Unsertm'tl Libde~-Annual' Report. (88 pgts)
Civil Liberties of Teacbws and S ~ u d ~ - T h eACLU's Wment of
principles governing freedom for t&fs
and students in public
and private schools and colleges. (12 p a p )

Pampklets Revised m Reptinted
Progrm for the Bill of Rigbts-1949. General objective of the American
Civil Liberties Union. (4 pages)
Pre~enlingthe A m ~ i c mCivil Liberth Uniot~,What are its W p l e s ?
How dws it work? Who supports it? Who sets its policies? (8 we)

Freedom from Censmsbip. Whut is "obscenity," radio censcrship, the
motion pictures censors, stage and books aasorship. (8 pages)
Tow& sn I n d m a l i o d Bill of Kigbts. (4

pp)'

Democrdcy in T r J e Uloiotls. (20 pages)
Sxrpea~gCogrS dtld Civil Libtrik~,
' BOsmond
~
K.Fraenkel, 4th &ion,
1949. (80 pages)

Reprinted by the Union
We MIIS#Not Be Afraid of C6mgg. By Raymond B. F d i c k , reprinted
from the Nsrv YorR Ttmes M a g k n e , May 3, 1949. (1 2 pages)
Whd Price Freedom? By Robert M. Hutchins at Univasitg of Chicago
Conmtion, June, 1949. (6 p a p )

Tbe Red Dsngw-Fm of Idear, By Henry Stcek Commager, reprinted
from the New Ymd Times Mdgszine, Jme 6, 1949. ( 8 pages)

NATIONAL COMMTITEE
PWF. EDWARDArswo~mROSS, cbairnrrrn
P s m S. BUUC,~ i c t ? - c h a n
Lmm K.GAWSON,vice-cbdrman
DL FRANKP. G w , uic~-cbirman
RT. RBV. BDwm L.PARSONS,wits-cbairm4n
T h u m Arnold
Quincg Howe
JmuG.Patron
Bishop James ChmhrIaio B a k Dr. Robert M.Hutchins
P r d Max Radin
Francis Bidde
Dr.Charlts S. Johnson
k Philip Randolph
Prof. Edwh M.BoKAard
Dr.Mordtcai W.Johnson Will Rogr&,Jr.
Van Wyck Brooks
Sabm Kido
Elmo Roper
DLHenry Seidd &by
Benjamin H.Kiztr
JohnNevh Sayre
Dr.Allan Knight Chalrntrs
Rt. Rev. Williamk l e t t
Dr. John A. Lapp
Prof. Arthur M.Schlcsin$er,f r.
WilliamHmry Cbamberlin
P d . HaroId D.Lasswell
Morris L. Cookc
Mrs. k a e s Brown Leach
Joseph M&rg
Prof. Georg S. aunts
Max Lerner
Ode11 Sbcpard
Elmer Davis
Prof. Robert Morss twctt
Robut E.Sbemwd
Rabbi Abba Hillel Silver
John Dos Pas=
Prof. Robert S.tynd
Mclvyn Douglas
Prof. kchibald Machi&
Lillian E. b i t h
Shemod Eddy
Joba P.Marquand
Edwsrd J. S p u ~ m g
Thomas H.Eliot
Prof*Kirtlq F. bhthu
Raymond Swing
Mrs. Dorothy G n 6 d d Fisher
William W d i n
Mm. Dorothy TiUy
Bishop Francis J. McCmnell OsrPnld W h n V m
Walter T.Firber
Rev. Hamy Emerson Fosdick
Dr. Alexander McikIejohn William L.Whia
Dtan Christisn k s
Dx.CbarleP Clffgroa Monism A u k Williams
CbarIts W.Gilkep
A J. Mwte
L. HolIingsworth W d
Dr.J. Robert Oppenheimer Dr.W i l h Lindsay Y o u 2
Earl G. Hs~rrha
Bishop G.Bromky Oxnam
Marvia C. Ham'san
'

Ernest AngtH
Mrs. m i n a MECOtmick Bamcs
Jonathan B.Biagbam
Prof,Paul F. B r h d c n
Mra. Dorothy Duobar Btodey
Richard S. Childa

No-

Cwsins

E d w d J. E m i s
Morris L. HEnst
John F.FinMg

Jam= h w r m e
Osmond K Fra&

Walter F m k
Varian Fry
Arthur Gatfield Hays
B. W. Huebsdt
Dorothy Kenyon
Corliss Lamont
A orina h k e r
Prof. Eduard C.Lindcman

c843

Bmjamin F. Mactawin
MerIe Miller
Dr. H&rt R. N h p
Meriyn S. Pitxele

Elmer Rim
Frederick 2.Robii
Nomm Thomas
C Dickennm Williams

Raymcwd L.Wise

1)
I
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OFFICERS
B. W. HUEBSCH,treuJdrer; ROGER N. BALDWIN,direc~or; ARTHUR
GARFIELD
HAYSmd MORRIS
L. ERNST, r0~mul;HERBERT
M. LEVY,
~td
connsd.
Washington repraenhtive: C h I e s A. Hoxsky, c o d ; Mrs. Mary Alice
Ualdinger, legdative mp~e~enhtive.

LOCAL COMMITTEES
Awmged dphbsticdiy by st&.

Califomis

CIVILL~ERTIES
UNIONOF NORTHEEN
CALEPawu,
461 Market Street, San Francisco 5
Rt. R w . Edward L. Pmons, chairman; Ernest Besig, director
AMERICANC~VULIBERTIES UNION,SOUTHERM
CALFORNIABMNQI,
257 South Spring Street, Los Angeh 12
Jerome W.M a a i r , chairman; Rev. A. A. Heist, dhctor; A, L,
Wirin, counsel

AMERICAN
I

I

Gemgia

b'

ATLANTA CrVfL LXBKRTIKS COMMITTBB,
444 Boulevard N.E., Atlank
William V. George, chairman; L.R. Chubb, sea-;
A. T.Walden,
acting counsel

Illin&

, C m w Drvrsro~,AMERICAN
CV
IL
I
LIBERTIES
UNION,25 East Jackmu
Boulevard, Chicago 4
Edgar Bemhard, charman; J. Bqaa Allin, s c m t q ; Leon M.
Despm, coumel; Edward H.Megerding, director

Iowa

IOWA ~ M ~ LE B T L E UNION,
S
35 I5 Khgman,Des M o b s
Robert J. Blakdy, chairman; Esther Immer, seaetarg

11

MUryW

MARYLANDCzva LIBERTIESC ~ M ~ T ~ E341
E , N o h Charles Street,
Baltimore 1
Joseph Burke, chairman; Mrs. Charles Wolf, s e c r e t q

Masach~setts

.

CIVILLIBERTIES
UNIONOF M ~ M U S B ~14S B, w o n Street, Boston 8
Prof. Albert Sprague Coolidge, chairman

M~UIIGANCHAPTER
OF

Mich'k"

THE CIVU. B E R ~ E SUNION,26 East AdAvenue, Detroit 26
Rw. Henry Witt Crane, chairman; Walter M.Nelson, secretarp

Mis~ouri
ST, LOUISC ~ V ~LIBERTIES
L
COMBLITTEE,
706 Chatnut Street, St. Louis
Dr.Homer C. Bishop, chairman; Eugene H.Buder, s e c r h y

css J

1

New Ywk
E m Cou~mCIVIL b m m s C O M W ~ E E158
, Peat1 Street, Bdalo 2
Rev. M. Huyett Sangree, chairman; Miss C. I. W d i n , swetzuy
Nsw YQRKCITYCIVIL LIBERTLBS
C O Y ~ E H 170
, Fifth Avenue, New
Ymk 10

Rw. John Paul Jones, chairman

QUEENSC O B U I ~ E OF
E THB AUEIUW Clva LIBERTIESUNION,P.O.
Box 386, Piusbin& L. I.
Prof. Dorothy Richardson, chairman

Okfuhom
OKLAHOMA
CIVILLIBERTIESUNION,
494 Elm Street, Norman
Don E. Howard, president; Jma 0.Ellison, imsurer; Henry H.
Foster, Jr., faculty adviser; Irwin Glatstein, seaeta y

P e ~ nylrank
s

~ B E R UNION,
~ S
719

P~T~BURG
BRANCH,
H
AMERICAN
Suildqg, Pittsburgh

P b

Mrs. Marjorie H.Matson, c b a k

W-hingtm

SMT~LECHAFTBII, AMENCANCV
ILI
Building, M e
. Ivan Rutledge, president; R&rt

LIBER~XBS
UNION, 5109 Arcade

W
i
s
,secretary

The Union also cwperates with the foUowing l a d organizations, not
affiliated:
CrVLL LIBERTIES
COMMITTHE
OF ANTWCH COLLEGE,
Ydaw Springs, Ohio
Jessie C. Trcichler, f a d t y advisor
C o t u ~ s u sCOUNCILFOR DEMOCRACY,
2688 North P o d ' Street,
Cdumbus 2, Ohio
R q S, Reinert, president; Emily N.Tinsleg,smehry
OHIOLEAGUEFOR CONSTITUTIONALRIGHTS, 2021 Indimfa Avmue,
Columbus, Ohio
Robert Gunning chairman;AIan F. GrBen, secretarg
THEVIRGINIA
C O M ~ B FOR
E CONSTITUTIONAL
RIGHTS*3607 SgntlarV
Avenue, Richmond 22, Va
Morton L. WaUerstein, chairman; Mrs. Emoiy Hill, s e m t q

STATE CORRESPONDENTS

.

(These cmrespondm;~do not represmt the Union u@idiy, but
act m ~ecrrringinformsioa mad giving &vice ar to lord mtws.)
ALahma: Clarence L. Watts, 7706 State National Bank Bldg., HuntsvilIe
Ariapm: H.S. McCluskey, 329 Encanto Bodward, Phoenix

Arkm~m:k w k H.Deer, Jr., Pulaski Heights Christian Church, Hillaesr
& Spruce, Little R d
Califor&: Rr. Rev. Edward L. Farsons,

2901

Broduidt h,Sari Frau-

ck0 23

I

'
,

I

Colardo: Eugene H.Tepley, 424 C. A. J o h n Bldg., Denver 2
Cotmecticui: O d d Shepard, Jordm Cave, Waterford
Rstdware: William Pridrett, 4 4 Equitable Bldg., W
~
n
p
Flofiak R o w X). McDermorr, Comeau Building, W& Palm Beach
G e ~ @ 4 Leonard
:
Ha,H a a s - H d Building, A t b t s
Who: Alvin Denman. Iddm F a
Illinois: Rev. Kmnetb C.Walker, 201 E. Jeflem St., Bloominglon
Itdim; B
d Shy-,
h t i t y Trust Bullding, Indianapolis 4
low& Edward S. All- 509 WeIch Avenue, Ames
K U R S ~Very
: Rev. John W m Day, Grim Cathedral, Topeka
Ketp;uc&y: Gmver G. Sales, 607 Marion B. Taylor Bldg., LouisviIle
Loc~isimrl:George A. Dreyfous, 1318 CmaI Bfdg., New Orleans 12
MCrim: Williarp H. Niehog, 148 Main Street, WatedIe
Mmjhnd: N m i Riches, 2201 Maryland Ave., Baltimore 18
&ss.h11$8tt~:Albert Sprague Gnolidge, 34 W i d g e Ave., Cambridge.38
Micbigun: Seymour H.Person, 1902 Olds Towe5 k i n g 8
Minmeso#d: William Lloyd Sboles, 401 Foshay Tower, Minneapolis
M i ~ ~ i s ~ i pJo
p iDrake
:
Arrhgbn, 411-412 Hews Bldg., Gulfporl
Mi~sdmrri:Jerome Walsb. Dierks Buildiug. Kaasas City 6
Monmd: Leo C. Gfaybilb 609 3rd Avenue, Great FdIs
NeBrak&:Philip Srhug, Unitarian Society, 12th & H Sts., LinwIn
Nw&: Martin J.Saalan, 130 S. Virginia StReno
New Hanrp~Air~:
Winthrop Wadleigh, 65 Market Stm$, hbtbtstex
New Jersey: Rm. Harry R. Pine, Greenwoad & Olden Aves.; Trenton
New Maxicn: k r c e C. Rodey, First NationaI Bank-Bld~.,AIbuC$cque
M e w York: John braun, 93 Shte Street, A h y 7
Norlb C#oIinu: Prof. Hornell Hart. Box 4653 Duke Station. Durham
Nmtb Duk~tu:HamId W.B w , 404 8k.k Bldg., F q
Ohio: Prof. Robert B. Matbms, Ohio State Univ. College of Law,
C o l ~ b u sI0
O&Jabmn: Prof. Corm A. M.Ewing, U. of Oklahoma, Noeman
Oregon: Gm J. Solomon. 1113 Equitable Bdding, P o h d 4
PmnsyIumia. Sidney G. Handler, 12 South Third 5Had~bmg
Rbode Idand: Gumey Edwards, 1109 Hospital Tmst El*, P r o v i d e
Sowth C ~ o l i R aR.
: B. Herbert, 310 PaImetlo BdIding, Cohnbia
S o d D d h a : U. G. Reiaiagcr, 701 S. M d o Ave., Sioux Fatls
Tehnessee: Jordan Stolces, 315 Warner BuiIding, Nashville
Texfi: Prof. Clarence E, Ayres, U. of Tcms, Austin 1 2
'City
W i d : D.Howe Moff~t,803 Continentd && Bldg,, Salt

.

Y~rnoat:Louis Lisrnan. I66 Coflegc Street, BurlVirginia: Mass A. Plunkett, Box 492, Roanoke
1873

Wabitfgton:Bwjamin H. Kizer, Old National Bank Bldg., Spokane 8
West Virginid: Horace S. Meld&, 209-210 Davidson Bldg, Charlaton
Wi~comift:
P e q J. $tams, 1225 Wells B d d h g , M i l e 2
Wyoming: Louis Kahll, Jr., Evmston National Bank Bldg., Bvmsbn
A l d a : James E. Swan, General Deliverp, Atdorage, Alaska

Haw&;: P d . A l h F. Saunders, U.of Hawaii, Honoluh 10, T.H.
Puwtn Rico: Guillemro Cintron A m P.O. Box 4566, Sm Juan, P.R
Vfrgin I ~ l a n d ~George
:
H. T. Dudley, Box 717 Charlotte Amalie, St,
Thomas, V.I. .

OF THE UNION

COAlien Civil

W

hts C o m i t t e

EDWARD1. # w j l ~ ~&ahan;
,
Hmsaa~DaVmm, counsel

Acodemk Freedom
PROF.EDUARDC. LNDEMAN,
chairman; PROF.A R ~ C.
B COLE,
vicechiman; R.LAWRENCESIEGE$c o d ; PROF,HARRY
L. LEVY,

~ o m m i t t eon

-

e

r

g

Committee on Women's Rights

DOROTHY
KENYON,chkman
Cummittee on Civil Rights i n Arn&cm Colonies
A. A. BERLE,JR., chairman; ASKERLANS, k n s e l
Narional Council on Freedom fpom Censorship
ELMERRICE, cbarmm; H s m S~ ~ E CANBY,
L
vice-chaimtan;

IX

WILLIAM
FITELSON
and MRS, HARRIET
E. PILPEL,c o d

Committee on Indian Civil Rights
PROF.JAY B. NASH,chairman; AI,FR~DS.

JULIHN,

a d ;MRS.

LEON FREEMAN,
Committee

Agaitut Race Discrimiftcrtion

PEARL
S. BUCK,&&man; BROADUS
MITCHELL,
vice-chairmao
Committee an Radio
THOMAS
R. C A R S ~ N
chairman;
,
JAMBS LAWRENCE FLY, v i m
chairman; MORRIS
L. +ST, counsel
Committee on Intermtiolrd Civil Liberties
Pam.ROBBRTM.M A ~ V Echairman;
R,
BERYLh.LEW, d
Committee on Civil Rights in L b o r Relatiom
HERBERTR. N O R ~ Uchairman;
P,
WALTER
FRANK,v i c e - c h h l m ;
HERBERT
M.LEVY, smetafy
Cummittee OH Occupied Areas
ROGERN.BALDWIN,rhairrnnn
Law ws' Panel
~ H I T N B INORTH
SEYMOUR,
c b h m
-

J T & i o ~ ~ ~ f ~ a b
$*'-and
iavefipms ltrc invited mjwhm in
the United S&ta. Q n t d h h
~any mtamt d n p
wdcmedandd.

U&
Inca, a mpr&on or+
under the hws
o£New Yo& hte, with hdquarters in New York
Ciitp; M-:
170 Fifth Amw, New 'Idork 14 M.Y.

~

,

